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 In this thesis, four different classes of compounds were studied as candidates for 
work function reducing surface modifiers on ITO and gold. Amine containing N-oxide and 
N-heterocyclic carbenes are studied in addition to sulfur containing phosphine sulfide 
phosphines and N-heterocyclic thiones and selones. Within each study, a group of 
compounds were selected to compare components such as side groups, backbone – 
saturated or unsaturated, number of atoms/compound – N/amine oxide, the relative basicity 
– based on N–C–N bond angle, or P=S units per phosphine, and change of substitution – 
sulfur versus selenium. 
 Each study was approached from a top down point of view with the first question 
being 1) can these compounds bind to the surface and 2) can they reduce the work function 
of the modified substrate. Once these initial questions were answered, optimization 
procedures were undertaken in attempts to acquire thin films while retaining low work 
function. XPS and UPS were heavily utilized to optimize the conditions and examine the 
relationships stated above. 
 Three of the studies in this thesis demonstrate the first examples of experimentally 
measured work function values of planar gold surfaces treated with those classes of 
compounds, being the N-heterocyclic carbenes, N-heterocyclic thiones and selones, and 
phosphine sulfide phosphines. These compounds, as will be further highlighted in the 
respective introduction sections are traditionally metal ligands. Thus, these studies, in part, 
demonstrate the transition of coordination ligands into surface modifiers to tune electronic 








This chapter aims to outline the field of surface science as it pertains to organic 
electronic and optoelectronic devices, and relevant to materials chemistry concepts 
associated with this area. First, a background to the electronic properties of surfaces and 
the tunable parameters is examined. Then, the motivation for studying and applying surface 
modifiers on planar metals and metal oxides is discussed. Finally, several key surface 
analysis techniques and instrumentation background relevant to the thesis are presented. 
1.1 Materials Chemistry and Device Operation 
1.1.1 Current Organic Based Electronic Technology 
Organic based electronic technologies have come a long way from their initial 
introduction.1,2 Research and development in the field, in recent years, have resulted in 
important discoveries and have led to consumer products. Large-panel TV displays,3 
chromogenic smart materials,4 and flexible clothing and textiles5 based on organic light 
emitting diodes (OLEDs) have been demonstrated. The adoption of, and in some cases, 
transition to OLED displays in the market shows how much the technology has improved 
to compete with liquid-crystal displays.6 In addition, organic field effect transistors 
(OFETs) can be utilized in sensors,7 and integrated optoelectronic devices such as 
switching elements in displays.8 
Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) is also a technology that has been extensively 
studied over the years, with the promise of low-cost solar energy harvesting due to the 
compatibility with roll-to-roll printing.9 To date, while inorganic photovoltaics are still 
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superior in terms of efficiency, they are fixed to rigid and heavy designs. As opposed to 
semiconducting devices made from inorganic crystalline materials, organic 
semiconductors possess benefits such as ease of processability, and flexibility in 
architecture and design. While the ability to use organic materials also enables a greater 
diversity in the choice of materials, it in turn breeds new scientific questions when new 
layers are deposited upon the other. Thus, to improve OPVs for example, understanding 
the effects of degradation,10 effects of introducing new acceptor materials,11 donor 
materials,12 and interfacial materials13 are critical steps in the future of this field. 
Specifically, this thesis focuses on understanding the electronic and physical 
properties at the interface of the electrode and semiconducting material. As will be 
described in detail in 1.2, the electrode either injects or collects charge carriers (electrons 
or holes, the latter of which represents an absence of an electron) into or from a 
semiconducting material and this process needs to be optimized to improve the overall 
device efficiency. In the following sections, the factors leading to efficient charge injection 
and collection at interfaces and important terminology to understand the tunable parameters 
are presented. Finally, the crux of the thesis, how surface modification can help improve 
the interface energetics, is explained. 
1.2 Energy Levels and Photovoltaic Operation 
Electronic levels and frontier orbitals govern device behavior because these levels 
define the electronic structure of materials and their interfaces with other materials (or to 
the outside world). The relative positions of these energy levels, or interface energetics, 
also control charge injection/collection and transport across interfaces. Therefore, defining 
the energy levels and basic concepts pertaining to charge injection/collection and transport 
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helps to identify the impediments to efficient behavior, and provides an avenue to improve 
these processes. This section focuses on energy bands, metal-semiconductor contacts, and 
transport properties to lay the ground for the following discussions. 
1.2.1 Electronic Energy Levels 
The transport levels, transport gap, vacuum level, work function, electron affinity, 
and ionization energy are discussed below (Figure 1.1). More extensive discussions of 
these topics can be found in these references.14-18 
 
 
Figure 1.1. Schematic energy diagram of a semiconductor with flat bands to the surface 
defining the important energy levels in a solid. Pictured are the ionization energy (IE), 
work function (WF), electron affinity (EA), energy gap (EG), vacuum level (EVAC), 
conduction band minimum (ECBM), Fermi level (EF), and valence band maximum (EVBM). 
Image is adapted from literature.18 
 
1.2.1.1 Transport Levels and Transport Gap 
Solid-state materials can be divided into three classes based on their electrical 
conductivity – metals, semiconductors, and insulators. The available energy states within 
materials can be modeled to form continuous bands. The lowest energy states that at 0 K 
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are filled with electrons constitute the valence band and the higher energy states that are 
unfilled constitute the conduction band. The energy gap (EG), or transport gap, or band gap, 
is the difference in energy between the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction 
band minimum (CBM). In an ideal crystalline, trap-free semiconductor, no allowed states 
are found at energies that lie within the band gap.19  
For metals, the conduction band is partially-filled, and there is no band gap. For 
insulators, the band gap is large enough (> 5 eV) that room temperature (300 K), the 
thermal energy is insufficient for having an appreciable density of electrons into the 
conduction band. In semiconductors, the energy gap between the valence and conduction 
bands is small enough that at thermal equilibrium, at finite temperature, the conduction 
band is partially occupied by electrons and the valence band partially occupied by holes. 
Both carriers can then contribute to electrical conduction.20 
Absorption of energy to overcome the transport gap leads to promotion of an 
electron from the valence band to the conduction band, leaving behind a hole, a positive 
charge carrier, in the valence band. In a molecule, the optical gap (Eopt) defines the energy 
required for a transition from the ground state to the first excited state, where the electron 
and hole, or exciton, are electrostatically bound by an exciton binding energy (EB), which 
is a Coulomb energy of attraction usually on the order of a few tenths of eV in π-conjugated 
materials.19 The difference therefore between the transport gap and optical gap will give 
the exciton binding energy (EG = Eopt + EB).
19 Note that for the case of inorganic 
semiconductors, the exciton binding energy is small enough that room temperature optical 




In organic compounds, the frontier molecular orbitals are the relevant energy levels 
where electrons can be accepted into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and 
electrons can be donated from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO). 
1.2.1.2 Vacuum Level 
The local vacuum level (EVAC) of a solid is defined as the energy of an electron that 
is at rest just outside the surface, to no longer feel the electrostatic influence of the solid, 
here on out simply referred to as the vacuum level.16 This level is sensitive to surface 
dipoles, atomic structure and the chemical environment of the surface. 
1.2.1.3 Electron Affinity and Ionization Energy 
Electron affinity (EA), or Χ, is a negative quantity that defines the energy gained 
from an electron falling from the vacuum level to the CBM/LUMO, and ionization energy 
(IE) is a positive quantity that defines the energy required to remove an electron from the 
VBM/HOMO to vacuum level.18 Being able to tune this energy gap via selection of 
appropriate materials is crucial in the design of light-emitting and light-absorbing 
materials. With respect to the presently defined energy levels, the transport gap can also be 
defined by EG = IP - EA. 
1.2.1.4 Fermi Level and Work function 
The Fermi-Dirac distribution function gives the probability f(E) that a state of 






where kBT is the thermal energy (the product of the Boltzmann constant and temperature), 
and  EF the Fermi level. As illustrated in Figure 1.2a and c, at T = 0 K, states below the 
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Fermi level are filled and states above it are vacant.20 At T > 0 K, thermal excitation causes 
states near and below the EF to lose population and states near and above it to gain 
population. The Fermi-Dirac distribution in terms of metals and semiconductors is depicted 
in Figure 1.2. At T > 0 K, the Fermi-Dirac distribution function is no longer a step-like 
function and broadens as illustrated in Figure 1.2. In a metal, this causes states below and 
above near the EF to be partially occupied (Figure 1.2b). In a semiconductor, states in the 
conduction band might be occupied by electrons, while states in the valence band might be 
occupied by holes (Fig. 1.2d). 
 
 
Figure 1.2. Schematic energy diagram of the band structure for metals at T = 0 K (a), at T 
>> 0 K (b), for semiconductor at T = 0 K (c), and at T >> 0 K (d). The Fermi-Dirac 
distribution is superimposed on each structure as a bold black line. Blue color represents 
electrons. Image is adapted from literature.21 
 
 In semiconductors, the Fermi level generally lies within the band gap (non-
degenerate) but can in some cases be within either the conduction/valence band 
(degenerate) at very high electrical doping (intentionally adding impurities into a 
semiconductor to add electrons or holes).22 Doping can result in either added electrons or 
holes to the system, increasing the number of majority charge carriers, which shifts the 
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position of the EF (added electrons will raise the EF and added holes will lower the EF). In 
addition, the Fermi level position depends on other factors, including the density of states, 
the carrier density and doping concentration.18 
The work function (Φ) is defined as the minimum energy required to remove an 
electron from the Fermi level to rest at a point just outside the solid, the vacuum level.14, 23 
The electron, therefore, transitions from being in one state in which it is in the highest 
occupied level of the neutral ground state to another state in which the solid is singly 
ionized and the electron is at rest.24 The definition therefore can be simplified to: 
Φ = 𝐸𝑉𝐴𝐶 − 𝐸𝐹 Equation 1.2 
 The basic definitions and descriptions of transport levels, vacuum level, EA/IE, and 
the Fermi level have been presented. Now, these terms will be utilized in full effect to 
describe the interactions between the metal and organic semiconductor at the interface in 
the next section. 
1.3 Metal/Organic Interfaces and Interface Dipoles 
This section serves to outline the surface energetic effects relevant to this thesis. As 
described earlier in 1.2.1, the energy levels of materials dictate charge injection/collection 
behavior. The vacuum level and Fermi level are in turn perturbed by several factors 
including the cleanliness of the surface and induced surface dipoles. These effects are 
described and broken down to explain the parameters that can be manipulated to alter 
critical surface properties such as the work function. Further discussion in addition to other 
electrostatic effects at the interface can be found in the cited reference.25 
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1.3.1 Push-Back and Band Bending 
At the interface of the metal and organic semiconductor, assuming no aligned 
intrinsic dipoles, there are two main interfacial effects. In the case of metals, the vacuum 
level is naturally raised by the spillage of electronic charge density out of the surface, which 
results in surface dipoles from the negative potential on the outside and positive potential 
in the bulk side.26-27 This spillage can be “pushed-back” into the metal by the presence of 
any adsorbate. This effect leads to formation of an interfacial dipole and a shift of the 
virtual vacuum level (VL) Δ at the interface, with Δ defined as the magnitude of the dipole 
and is a negative quantity when the VL Δ is lowered, as in the case for “push-back”.14-15, 28 
The second interfacial effect occurs when the organic layer in contact with the metal 
is thick. When a metal and organic material are isolated, they each demonstrate flat band 
structures, but upon contact, there is a redistribution of charge across the interface, called 
band bending, to align the Fermi levels to reach electrical equilibrium. The direction of 
charge redistribution depends on the relative positions of the Fermi levels of the two 
materials and electrons will “fall” in the direction from the higher Fermi level (closer to 
vacuum) to lower Fermi level (farther away from vacuum) material. This charge migration 
leads to a net positive charge on the side where the electrons originated (higher Fermi level 
material) and a net negative charge on the material that received the electrons (lower Fermi 
level material).  
For example, if the semiconductor had a higher Fermi level than the metal, then 
upon contact, electrons will move from the semiconductor to the metal, resulting in charge 
separation at the interface and formation of an electric field in the direction of electron 
diffusion. This sets up a built-in potential (Vbi) of width W, called the depletion region, 
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which is in the opposite direction as the electric field, to oppose any further motion of 
electrons. The band bends up in the direction of the electric field because of an 
accumulation of holes in the semiconductor at the interface, and in the above scenario will 
bend up towards the metal.21 A diagram portraying the metal spillage and “push-back” 
effect is simultaneously portrayed with band bending between a metal and semiconducting 
material in Figure 1.3. 
 
 
Figure 1.3. Schematic energy diagram of two interfacial effects. In a model of a metal 
surface without a surface dipole, the electronic states up to the Fermi level are occupied 
(a), due to abrupt terminations at the surface, electrons leak out of the potential well (blue 
denotes negative) leaving behind a positive charge (red denotes positive) and thus a surface 
dipole is created, which raises EVAC (b), when the metal comes in contact with the organic 
semiconductor, some of the electrons are pushed back into the metal, which reduces the 
surface dipole and EVAC (c). In addition, the effect of band bending from charge 
redistribution in the organic layer to reach electrical equilibrium with the metal when the 
Fermi levels align is shown. There is buildup of built-in potential within a depletion layer 
of thickness W. Image is adapted from literature.14, 17 
 
1.3.2 Injection/Collection Barriers 
As indicated in section 1.2.1, charge injection/collection and transport are dictated 
by the energy levels of the materials and their interfaces. When a metal and semiconductor 
come into contact, the charge redistribution of electrons can go from semiconductor to 
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metal (to form a Schottky junction), as was described in section 1.3.1, or from metal to 
semiconductor (to form an Ohmic contact). 
In a Schottky junction, the ΦM > ΦS (M stands for metal and S stands for 
semiconductor) which leads to a Schottky barrier (ΦBn). This type of contact is not 
favorable because there is an energetic barrier that must be overcome for electron flow 
from the metal to the semiconductor (when an external bias is applied). 
In an Ohmic contact, which is a low resistance, non-rectifying junction with a linear 
IV plot, the ΦM < ΦS. In Ohmic contacts, electrons flow from the metal to the 
semiconductor upon contact, which creates an electric field in this direction. This leads to 
an accumulation of electrons in the semiconductor at the interface and the bands bend up 
in this direction.29 There is no Schottky barrier in this case. Ohmic and Schottky contacts 
are illustrated in Figure 1.4. The work function criteria listed in this section are reversed 
for the hole collecting/injecting contact (ΦM > ΦS will lead to an Ohmic contact and ΦM < 
ΦS will lead to a Schottky junction). 
 
 
Figure 1.4. Band bending upon contact at a metal and n-type semiconductor interface is 
shown with an Ohmic contact (a), and Schottky contact (b). The Schottky barrier is 
highlighted in blue. Unlike Figure 1.3, this figure omits the interfacial dipole between the 
metal and semiconductor. Image was adapted from literature.21, 30  
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Therefore, at any metal/semiconductor interface, there can be a Schottky junction 
with an energy barrier or Ohmic contact without an energy barrier, depending on the 
relative work functions of the two materials. When there is a barrier, the barrier heights can 
be described in relation to the work function of the metal and the EA or IE of the 
semiconducting material. The electron-injection/collection barrier height (ΦBn) is the 
difference in energy between the work function of the electron-injection/collection 
electrode and the EA of the semiconductor (ΦM - ΧS), where WF > EA, or can also be 
described as (ΦM - ΦS) + (EC - EF) (Figure 1.4).
14, 31 The hole-injection/collection barrier 
height (ΦBp) is defined as the difference in energy between the IE of the semiconductor and 
the work function of the hole-injection/collection electrode, where IE > WF (not explicitly 
shown in any figure here but can be rationalized from the above explanations). 
 
 
Figure 1.5 Schematic flat band energy diagram of metal/organic semiconductor contact 
showing the LUMO of the acceptor and HOMO of the donor (a), adding a dipolar organic 
layer with negative pole towards metal optimizes electron injection/collection (b). away 
from metal optimizes hole injection/collection. The effect of band bending and pillow 
effect explained earlier is omitted for clarity. Image is adapted from literature.25  
 
Taking the push-back and band bending effects into account, the final positions of 
the transport levels of the semiconductor and the metal Fermi level will be where charge 
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injection/collection occurs (Figure 1.5a). Without changing either the metal or 
semiconductor, the charge injection/collection can be improved by introducing a dipolar 
interlayer in between, examples of which will be discussed in section 1.4 (Figure 1.5bc)  
 The dipolar interfacial materials must be thin and conducting enough to not hinder 
charge transport across the interface altogether. The metal work function must also be as 
low as possible for the electron injection/collection metal and as high as possible for the 
hole injection/collection metal. Thus, the energy alignment at the interface of metals and 
semiconductors have been discussed in addition to the potential barriers for charge 
transport that exist depending on the final alignment. In the next section, the types of 
surface dipoles that are formed at this junction will be detailed. 
1.3.3 Types of Surface Dipoles 
The interface dipole at the metal/semiconductor, or metal/modifier (see 1.4.2), 
interface can be broken down into three main components defined in Equation 1.3, where 
Φ symbolizes work function.15, 32 
∆Φ = ∆V𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑝 + ∆V𝑚𝑜𝑙 + ∆V𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚 Equation 1.3 
(1) ΔVint dip refers to the chemical dipole induced by a partial charge transfer from the 
molecular layer to the surface, the potential energy step induced due to the bonding 
of a molecule to the surface called the bond dipole (BD), the push-back (or pillow) 
effect 33-34, and other charge reorganization depending on the nature of surface 
interactions. Also, the amount the surface dipole (from the metal spilling out 
electrons) that is reduced from physisorbed material is termed the interface dipole. 
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(2) ΔVmol refers to the electrostatic potential energy change across an isolated 
molecular layer in vacuum (also referred to as ΔVvac), due to its intrinsic dipole 
moment when aligned on surface. 
(3) ΔVgeom refers to the geometric relaxations that take place when the surface interacts 
with the molecular layer (also referred to as ΔΦM). For surfaces with chemisorbed 
adsorbents, the surface geometry of the metal modified and these modifications 
induce a large shift of the electron distribution of the modified surface and can be 
calculated by taking the difference of the work function of a virtual surface of the 
bare substrate in a geometry that is produced with the adsorbents (but with the 
adsorbents removed) and the work function of the optimized bare substrate. 
1.3.4 Metal and Metal Oxide Electrode Materials 
This section introduces two materials that are used as the electron 
injection/collection electrode in this thesis. As described in section1.3.2, this electrode in 
devices requires a low work function. Examples of low work function metals include alkali 
earth metals such as Ca (2.9 eV)35, Ba (2.7 eV)36, Mg (3.68 eV)35, and moderately high 
work function metals include coinage metals such as Cu (4.7 eV)35, Ag (4.26 eV)37, and 
Au (4.8 eV) 38. However, widely used low WF metals are sensitive to moisture and oxygen. 
Therefore, high WF metals and metal oxides can be used in lieu of the unstable metals, and 
their WF can be reduced to make them suitable as electron injection/collection electrodes. 
1.3.4.1 Properties of Gold (Au) as an Electrode Material 
Gold is a noble metal with high resistance to corrosion that can serve as a high work 
function electrode in organic device platforms. It has a low electrical resistivity at 2.44 µΩ 
cm at 20 °C and is highly reflective.35 Because of these properties, gold is often used in 
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electronics and as electrodes. Sputtered gold films that are commonly used for 
experimental tests may have some roughness.39 In contrast, gold surfaces used for 
computational study can be chosen from any plane in the crystal lattice, which are labeled 
by their Miller indices. Some examples are shown in Figure 1.6, with Au(111) being the 
most prevalent due to its planarity.40  
 
Figure 1.6. Structures of Au(111), Au(110), Au(211) surfaces. Adapted with permission 
from ref.40. Copyright 2015 Elsevier. 
 
1.3.4.2 Properties of Indium Tin Oxide (ITO) as an Electrode Material 
ITO is a transparent conducting oxide with attractive optical and electrical 
properties and are also used as moderately high work function electrodes. It has a low 
resistivity (order of 10-4 Ω cm) and is over 90% transparent in the visible region (for a 170 
nm thick ITO film).41 The composition of the oxide films are heterogeneous and can vary 
based on the deposition parameters but typically consists of polycrystalline In2O3 doped 
with 10% Sn and various oxide forms of the two metals. When In2O3 is annealed, oxygen 
vacancy sites (Vo) can form, and the neighboring In 5s orbitals at each vacancy form 
shallow donor states below the conduction band minimum (CBM) that trap two electrons 
per oxygen vacancy.42 At low levels of oxygen vacancies, the position of the Fermi level 
is estimated to be 0.03 eV below the conduction band minimum and at high levels, an 
impurity band that overlaps with the bottom of the conduction band may form (Figure 1.7). 
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In addition, Sn substitution for In leads to a one electron donor level just below the 
conduction band. Therefore, both Vo and Sn 5s levels contribute to electron conduction. 
 
 
Figure 1.7. Schematic energy diagram for ITO films. Oxygen vacancy sites within the 
crystal structure result in doping, which creates new donor levels close to the conduction 
band minimum. Sn doping also introduces additional donor levels. Image is adapted from 
literature.42 
 
As for the surface of ITO, Armstrong et al. have characterized the surface of clean 
ITO films that have become hydroxylated from surface reactions with water that was 
present in the atmosphere.43 A schematic of the cross-section of this type of film is 
presented below (Figure 1.8). Therefore, the clean ITO films that are used in this thesis can 
be assumed to have this type of hydroxylated surface.  
 
 




1.4 Surface Modification 
1.4.1 Surface Cleanliness 
Given the sensitivity of the surface in probing the electronic state, it is important to 
ensure pristine surfaces during analysis. In doing so, many studies have been devoted to 
cleaning protocol utilizing both wet and dry techniques.44-46 Depending on the surface to 
be cleaned, the appropriate procedure and environment must be selected and one must be 
cognizant of the possible side effects. For example, abrasion of metallic surfaces such as 
gold or silver will lead to delamination from the glass/plastic backing. Oxidative 
pretreatments can be realized through UV/ozone, oxygen plasma, electrochemical 
oxidation, or piranha treatment to increase (or introduce) the surface hydroxyl content of 
metal oxides (and metals).47-50 Therefore, it is critical to control the cleanliness of the 
surface and facilities dedicated to ensuring clean environments with low particulate levels 
and controlled airflow are widely used in the semiconductor manufacturing industry. 
1.4.2 Interface Materials 
Alignment of the energy levels at the metal/organic interface is directly related to 
device performance.51 To control these interfacial properties, new interlayers have been 
introduced, which have led to enhanced wettability or modification of the materials’ 
electronic structure.13 Specifically, surface energy and work function can be modulated to 
improve the charge carrier injection/collection in such devices. In this thesis, work function 
reducing interface materials, specifically surface modifiers are studied and therefore, a 
short summary of work function reducing electron transport materials (ETM) from the 
literature will be detailed below. However, before the details, first, two modes of surface 
interactions are described. 
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1.4.2.1 Physisorption versus Chemisorption 
Organic adsorbents can interact with the surface through physical van der 
Waals/dipole forces (physisorption) or through chemical hybridization in the form of 
covalent, metallic or ionic bonds (chemisorption).52 Typically, physisorption is 
characterized by large adsorption distance, distance between the surface and the chemical, 
(> 3 Å) and a small adsorption energy (several tens of meV per atom), while chemisorption 
is characterized by small adsorption distance (< 3 Å) and a relatively larger adsorption 
energy (hundreds of meV or eVs per atom). In addition, the electronic structure of 
physisorbed material on the surface is similar to when it is in the gas phase, while for 
chemisorbed material, the electronic structure is strongly affected from the formation of 
chemical bonds to the surface. In the context of surface modifiers, physisorbed materials 
may form multilayers on the surface, which are less likely to form ordered monolayers and 
dipoles, while chemisorbed materials are limited to a monolayer but ordered formation.  
1.4.2.2 Work function Reducing Transport Interlayers 
  Intrinsic dipoles of the interfacial materials and formation of surface interfacial 
dipoles can lead to vacuum-level shifting at the organic/electrode interface53-55 Electron 
donating interfacial layers have been synthesized by incorporation of polar amine, 
phosphonate, or ethylene glycol groups on cores such as non-fullerene oligomers56-58, 





Figure 1.9. Examples of generic core structures used in electron donating interfacial layers 
with examples of types of R groups.53, 57-58, 62 
 
In addition to these organic interlayers, transparent metal oxides (TMOs) such as 
TiO2 and ZnO, and various functionalized derivatives have been incorporated as ETMs as 
well.66 These types of ETMs, besides aiding energy level alignment, serve to block holes 
from reaching the electron injection/collection electrode. 
1.4.2.3 Work function Reducing Self-Assembled Monolayers 
In contrast to the ETMs described above, self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are 
dipolar materials that align by highly ordered interactions, which enable scientists to 
effectively design structures for specific purposes.67-69 They are usually processed on top 
of the electrode to be modified, whereas ETMs can be processed on top of the 
semiconducting organic layer and the electrode deposited on top of the ETM. The structure 




1.4.3 Self-Assembled Monolayers 
As described in 1.3.2, dipolar molecular layers when deposited on a metal or metal 
oxide, can tune the work function to reduce the barrier heights if they exist. A common 
way to prepare SAMs is by immersing a clean substrate into a solution (1–10 mM) of the 
modifier for 12–18 h. In some cases, the SAMs are even capable of removing previously 
adsorbed adventitious materials from the surface. In the case of SAMs, thin films of 1–3 
nm, depending on the standing height of the modifier are formed. Because the modifier is 
specifically oriented with one end facing the substrate and the other the organic, surface 
wetting at each interface must be compatible. The basic design of a SAM and the wetting 
improvement are pictured below (Figure 1.10). 
 
 
Figure 1.10. Cartoon of wetting improvement with surface modification. An unmodified 
substrate displays poor wetting with an organic semiconducting material (orange) (a), 
whereas a SAM-modified substrate displays good wetting (b). The structure of a 
representative SAM molecule (butylamine phosphonic acid) juxtaposed with a generic 
SAM molecule with the three components of head, chain and end is shown (c). Image is 




1.4.3.1 Binding Groups, Spacers, and Tails 
The binding group or head/anchor group of the SAM molecule typically forms a 
covalent bond with (or is simply physisorbed to) the substrate (refer to 1.4.2.1). Well-
studied and utilized head groups in the literature include thiols,69, 71 silanes,72-74 carboxylic 
acids,75-76 and phosphonic acids, 70, 77-78 (see section 1.4.4). The chain or spacer serves as a 
physical separation between the substrate to the end/tail group. It is typically a flexible or 
rigid alkyl chain, saturated or unsaturated, respectively, or conjugated rings.79-83 The tail or 
functional/end group of the SAM dictates the wettability of the modified substrate and it 
may be a dipolar group or a reactive group such as azide, that can be “clicked” to new 
groups and enable late stage functionalization to the surface post SAM formation.84-86  
In this way, SAMs can provide a means to alter the work function of the modified 
metal/metal oxide to serve as an electrode in optoelectronic devices by introducing a 
surface dipole. This dipole can be broken down into the components introduced in section 
1.3.3, with the covalent bond between the head group and surface constituting the bond 
dipole, and the spacer and/or tail (if there is a dipolar moiety in this region) with surface 
interaction constituting the molecular dipole. The net dipole will determine whether the 
work function of the modified electrode will increase or decrease. 
1.4.4 Review of Monolayer Forming Materials 
Although relevant SAMs and ETM for each chapter will be introduced in the 
beginning of each chapter, a short overview of representative monolayer forming materials 
on ITO and gold is presented in this section. A review of phosphonic acids (PAs) on ITO, 
which were heavily studied by the Marder group, can be found in the cited reference and a 
few key findings are presented below.87 Second, background on thiols on gold is presented. 
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Phosphonic acids form robust bonds, mostly in a bidentate binding mode to ITO,77, 
88 which require harsh conditions to remove (basic wash or plasma etching),78 and 
depending on the substitution pattern can either raise or lower the work function of the 
modified surface, thus are versatile for modifying either electrode (Figure 1.11).87 ITO 
modified with benzyl phosphonic acids immersed in 10 mM ethanolic solutions for 24 h 
led to experimental WFs (measured by UPS) of 5.5 eV from a PA with electron 
withdrawing trifluoro group in the para position and 4.1 eV from a PA with two fluoro 
groups in the ortho positions, from oxygen plasma treated ITO (5.0 eV).89 While the 
molecular dipole largely directs the overall net shift of the WF from the pretreated surface 
(in this case), the bond dipole from the PA anchoring groups, based on DFT calculations 
on ITO, increases the WF, which opposes the molecular dipoles in the opposite direction.32 




Figure 1.11. Schematic of two phosphonic acids attached to ITO and the direction of the 
work function change from the molecular dipole depicted with a 4-(trifluoromethyl) 
(benzyl)phosphonic acid (p-CF3BPA), leading to an increase in WF (a) and (2,6-
difluorobenzyl)phosphonic acid (o-F2BPA), leading to a decrease in WF (b). Image is 




In addition, to control the surface energy of the modified ITO, which can aid 
homogeneous film formation and reduce pinhole formation, a range of PAs composed of 
hydrophilic or hydrophobic tails can be utilized. Large contact angles of over 100° have 
been recorded for ITO modified with PAs with hydrophobic tails: octylphosphonic acid 
with a work function of 4.6 eV and tridecafluorooctylphosphonic acid (FOPA) with 5.3 
eV.90 This shows that PA-modified ITO with different work functions can result in similar 
wettabilities. In the same vein, the high work function of unmodified ITO (air plasma 
treated 5.4 eV) can be retained while changing the wettability (from <10°) through FOPA 
modification (to 108°).90 
Thiols and sulfides on gold have been studied intensively since the 1980s.67, 91-93 
SAMs with thiol and sulfide head groups have been characterized to form well packed 
monolayers, depending on the chain length, on gold and in the case of thiols, the reaction 
mechanism leading to chemisorption can be described as an oxidative addition of the S–H 
bond to the gold, followed by reductive elimination of the hydrogen.67 Adsorption energy 
for alkanethiolates on gold have been calculated to be -5.5 kcal/mol by electrochemistry.94  
Compared to sulfur, oxygen has been theoretically calculated to only weakly adsorb 
on Au(111) requiring coordination to multiple gold atoms.95 This aligns well with the 
“hard” and “soft” classification of Lewis bases.96 Bases with N, O, F donor atoms are 
classified as “hard” because of their high electronegativity, low polarizability, and are 
harder to oxidize than “soft” bases, which are of low electronegativity, high polarizability, 
and are easier to oxidize, which contain P, S, I, Br, Cl donor atoms. Metal atoms and bulk 
metal are classified as “soft” acids and they prefer to bind to “soft” bases. Therefore, even 
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though oxygen is in the same family as sulfur, SAMs based on alcohol head groups have 
not been determined to form robust bonds to gold.  
Therefore, knowing that sulfur and polarizable atoms have high affinities for gold, 
sulfur containing compounds that were not of alkanethiolate nature were utilized as new 
head groups in this thesis. 
1.5 Analytical Techniques 
Surface sensitive techniques that can resolve the fine structures of approximately a 
few angstroms must be utilized to meaningfully study the surface. Below are the basic 
principles of the function of each technique that is utilized in this thesis. Note that physical 
methods such as scanning electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy were not 
utilized but serve as important tools that can provide morphological data. 
1.5.1  X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface sensitive analytical technique 
used to characterize and quantify the elemental composition and chemical states of a 
surface.97 Physical characteristics such as film uniformity and thickness can also be studied 
based on the intensities of the signals. The system is under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) with 
the surface being analyzed, X-ray source, and analyzer housed within (Figure 1.12). XPS 
utilizes the photoelectric effect by irradiating a surface with photons (hν) from a soft X-ray 
energy source, typically Al Kα (1486.6 eV) or Mg Kα (1253.6 eV), to eject low energy 
photoelectrons out of core energy levels of the atoms present on the surface (from the 
modifier and/or the bulk). The photoelectrons are collected by the analyzer and are 
separated by their kinetic energies (KE), that depend on the binding energies of the parent 
element and atomic energy level. The relationship is given by: 
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BE = hυ − KE − Φ𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 Equation 1.4 
where BE and KE are the binding and kinetic energy of the electron, hν is the photon 
energy, and Φspectrometer is the work function of the spectrometer, which is used for 
calibration. Figure 1.13 shows a simplified view of the process, up to the electron ejection. 
  
 
Figure 1.12. Diagram of XPS instrumentation. Electrons from the source are irradiated onto 
the anode, which produces X-rays. The X-rays are beamed into a quartz crystal to produce 
monochromatic X-rays, according to Snell’s law, which are in turn irradiated on the 
sample. Photoelectrons ejected from the sample travel through the hemispherical analyzer 
to the detector. Image is adapted from literature.97 
 
 
Figure 1.13. Band diagram of X-ray excitation of substrate leading to electron ejection 
from a core level to vacuum, leaving behind a hole. Image is adapted from literature.97  
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Due to the specific nature of binding energy, changes to the chemical environment, 
such as new oxidation states can be easily detected from shifts of tenths of one eV. The C 
1s region for example is commonly probed to determine the presence and atomic 
percentages of C–C, C–O, C=O, O–C=O, and O–(C=O)–O groups. As listed, the relative 
binding energies increase with increased oxidation because of increased coulombic 
interactions between the positive nucleus and core electrons. 
The depth of analysis for XPS is determined by the attenuation length (λ) of the 
electrons, which is related to the inelastic mean free path (IMFP). The Beer-Lambert 
relationship takes into account this attenuation length to provide depth (d) information 
given the intensity of the emitted electrons (I), also taking into account the angle of the 
surface normal (θ) by the following expression: 





where I0 is the intensity from an infinitely thick, uniform substrate. 
Accordingly, 65% of the observed signal originates from depths of < λ, 85% from 
< 2λ, and 95% from < 3λ. This calculates to a total detection depth limit of ~10 nm by XPS 
for typical core energies and hν.  
1.5.2  Ultraviolet Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) is another UHV analytical technique 
and is used to determine the electronic structure of the surface through ejection of electrons 
from states with relatively low BEs.97 Typically, low energy ultraviolet photons from He I 
(21.2 eV) or He II (40.8 eV) emission lines, discharged from a helium arc, are used to 
determine the work function, Fermi level, valence band maximum of the surface, and 




Figure 1.14. UPS spectrum of ITO with electronic energy labels. The intersection of the 
secondary electron cutoff (SEC) and background marks the deepest electrons released, 
which is equal to the vacuum level minus the source (SEC = EVAC - hν); the emission of 
intermediate binding energy is characteristic of inelastically scattered electrons, and the 
valence band emissions mark the lowest binding energy electrons. The energy cutoff at the 
lower BE end marks the valence band maximum (VBM) with the Fermi level calibrated to 
0 eV. EVBM = EF - VBM and the WF = EVAC - EF. Image is adapted from literature.
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The signal depends on the density of states in the material and the binding energy, 
and inelastically scattered secondary electrons comprise the background. Following the 
same expression to determine depth (Equation 1.5) from the previous section, UPS only 
penetrates 2–3 nm. 
1.5.3  Kelvin Probe 
Kelvin probe (KP) is another technique that can be used to measure the work 
function of materials and can be performed in air or under inert conditions, but does not 
require UHV. By this technique the contact potential difference (VCPD) between two 
materials, the probing tip and substrate, is measured. This technique does not utilize UV 
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rays, unlike UPS, and therefore substrates measured by KP would not be subject to the WF 
lowering effect that UV-exposed samples demonstrated in a study by Kippelen et al.99 
Isolated materials with different work functions have their local vacuum levels 
aligned, but not their Fermi levels. When the two come near and are electrically connected, 
the Fermi levels will proceed to align with current flowing from the material with lower 
WF to the one with higher WF. This causes charge buildup on each surface and an 
electrostatic force to develop due to the potential difference. In the actual setup, a capacitive 
plate-probe is vibrated at a specific frequency ω over the sample and a steady-state AC 
current develops. The DC bias (counter potential) that must be applied for the current to be 
nullified, and the system to reach a charge-free state, is the quantifiable negative VCPD 
(Figure 1.15).100  
 
 
Figure 1.15. Diagram of Kelvin probe instrumentation. Two surfaces with different work 
function (Φ) before contact (a), electrons flow from low Φ to high Φ material after contact 
to align Fermi levels, leading to electrostatic force (b), nullifying potential applied through 
external bias with a magnitude equal to negative the contact potential difference (VCPD) (c). 
Image is adapted from literature.101  
 
Since KP measures a VCPD and not actual WF, the measurements must be calibrated 
to a reliable standard with a known WF, such as highly ordered pyrolytic graphene 
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(HOPG). HOPG, with a WF of 4.5 eV, is inert and surface dipoles do not tend to develop 
from typical ambient contaminants such as water or hydrocarbons. 
1.5.4  Infrared Reflection Absorption Spectroscopy 
Infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (IRRAS), also referred to as reflection 
absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS) is a highly sensitive IR technique used to study 
thin films down to a submonolayer.102 A polarized IR beam reflects off of an IR reflective 
surface at a grazing angle of incidence (between 65° and 85°) and detects vibrational modes 
with dipole moments in the same plane as the incident light (p-polarized) (Figure 1.16). 
This is because at large angles of incidence, p-polarized light leads to an enhanced electric 
field component at this axis.103 If one chooses to probe the dipole moments that are parallel 
to the surface, polarization modulation (PM) IRRAS can be used to acquire s-polarized 
reflections. Obtaining both p-polarized and s-polarized reflections can increase the 
sensitivity of the measurement.104 For a molecule to be IR active and thus capable of being 
detected by IR spectroscopy, it must have a change in dipole moment at a vibration that is 
associated within the IR range. 
Structural information such as the tilt angle of the modifiers on the surface can also 
be derived by comparing the vibrations expected from modeling. More details can be read 
in this reference.105 Also, when comparing IRRAS with the transmission IR from the 
powder form, new vibrational signals, a shift, or loss of signal can be detected and used to 





Figure 1.16. Diagram of reflection of IR beam at a grazing angle to a modified gold surface 
from IRRAS. Image is adapted from literature.106  
 
1.6 Organization of the Thesis 
From the introduction and pointed references, the reader should now be equipped 
with the fundamental background knowledge to understand the research presented in the 
forthcoming chapters. To briefly summarize, interfacial engineering by introducing an 
interlayer to control the interface energetics has seen significant progress in recent years 
with a range of materials for both electron and hole transport layers. Transport materials 
can be classified into two general categories of interlayers and self-assembled monolayers. 
Among other roles, they serve to reduce the charge collection barrier, and to improve 
wetting. This thesis describes the study of a range of (electron) interfacial materials that 
are SAM or SAM-like, that could either form monolayers or a few multilayers on the 
surface of gold or ITO to lower the work function of the metal/metal oxides. 
Chapter 2 presents a work based on water/alcohol soluble modifiers that form 
multilayer thickness on the surface of ITO. We investigated the effect of a dipolar amine 
N-oxide on the WF of ITO compared to unoxidized amines. We hypothesized that a 
stronger dipole from the dipolar N-oxides would lead to a greater reduction in WF. The 
stability of the work-function and physical adsorption on exposure to ambient conditions, 
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and polar/nonpolar solvents were tested and the resulting surfaces were compared to the 
prior state to quantify the changes. Previous studies with water/alcohol soluble modifiers 
with amine N-oxides typically utilized this functional group as an appendage to a 
conjugated core but did not study the effect of the functional group on its own. 
Chapter 3 demonstrates a combined experimental and computational study in 
collaboration with Dr. Alexander Hyla and the Jean-Luc Brédas group, Bernard Kippelen 
group, and Joseph Sadighi group at Georgia Tech. This chapter focuses on quantifying and 
understanding the effect of N-heterocyclic carbenes on the work function of the modified 
planar gold surfaces. We hypothesized that a more basic carbene would lead to a greater 
reduction in WF. The carbenes were synthesized by the author, Dr. Chelsea Wyss, and 
Abraham Jordan of the Sadighi group. We attempted to determine the effect that N,N' 
substituent size would have to the overall binding and electronic effect of the modifiers. 
The experimental coverage was determined and compared with DFT calculated results, the 
latter of which was performed by Dr. Alexander Hyla. Previous works demonstrated the 
robustness of the N-heterocyclic carbene-Au bond, but this study demonstrated for the first 
time, the effect to the work function of the modified surface. Diodes using the N-
heterocyclic carbene on the electron injecting contact were fabricated and tested by Felipe 
Larrain of the Kippelen group. This work was published in Chemistry of Materials in April 
2017. 
 Chapter 4 portrays a work in collaboration with Dr. Thomas Morgan and the 
Christoph Fahrni group at Georgia Tech. The Fahrni group provided their new class of Cu 
binding ligands, synthesized by Dr. Thomas Morgan,107 which they have found have 
excellent affinity for Cu, for study on Au planar surfaces. These phosphine-sulfide 
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phosphines (PSPs) were investigated to determine the role of phosphine-sulfide versus 
phosphine in coordination to planar gold and the effect to the WF. We hypothesized that a 
greater density of P=S groups oriented with its dipoles perpendicular to the surface would 
lead to a greater reduction in WF. This was tested by using PSPs of different 
conformational flexibility. Most of the work focuses on quantifying the work function and 
coverage through spectroscopic techniques in addition to testing the robustness and 
stability of this new type of binding group. 
 Chapter 5 outlines a work in collaboration with Abraham Jordan from the Joseph 
Sadighi group at Georgia Tech. The Sadighi group provided their N-heterocyclic thione 
and selone (NHT/NHSe) ligands that were originally used for synthesizing organometallic 
particles, for study on Au planar surfaces. These ligands were also studied to introduce a 
new type of binding group and to determine the effect of changing the head group and R 
groups of the NHTs/NHSe’s on the work function and coverage on gold. We hypothesized 
that the greater magnitude and proximity of the aligned dipole to the surface would lead to 
a greater reduction in WF. This was tested by using compounds with either a sulfur or 
selenium head group and R groups of different sterics around the head group. The 
robustness of the surface modifiers to adhere to the surface and stability of the WF 
modification were also studied. 
 Chapter 6 discusses the results from each chapter to put into context among the 
chapters and with outside applications. Suggested future work for those who wish to 
continue the trajectory in the study of work function reducing surface modifiers in relation 
to this thesis are presented. 
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 Appendix A lists the findings of a published study in collaboration with the Sukbok 
Chang group from KAIST, South Korea. A practical route to 8-aminoquinolines, a useful 
backbone in various applications, was demonstrated by using readily installable and easily 
deprotectable amidating reagents. 
 Appendix B briefly reviews work carried out in collaboration with the author’s 
IGERT fellowship classmates. An economic analysis of a combined residential PV/lithium 
ion battery storage system in the United States is examined and has recently been published 
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REDUCTION OF THE WORK FUNCTION OF INDIUM TIN OXIDE 




2.1 Literature Precedents 
2.1.1 Purpose of Modification Layer 
As described in the introduction chapter, for many organic electronic applications, 
low-work function (WF) electrodes are required for efficient electron injection or 
collection. Intrinsically low work function (WF) metals such as Ca and Ba can be used, but 
are highly moisture or air sensitive.1-3 Using high WF, but stable, metals such as Al, Ag, 
or Au leads to large electron-injection barriers into low-electron affinity organic 
semiconductors, for example in OLEDs, and can compromise open-circuit voltage when 
used for electron collection in solar cells. Interfacial layers can be introduced to reduce the 
WF of high WF metals or metal oxides to transform them into low WF electrodes. 
2.1.2 Water/alcohol Soluble Conjugated Polymers 
Recently, water/alcohol soluble conjugated polymers (WSCPs), which consist of a 
π-conjugated backbone with polar side chains, have been used as surface modifiers in many 
devices because of its orthogonal solvent compatibility.4-7 In addition, even without the 
conjugated backbone, structures with the presence of the characteristic side chains have 
also been classified as WSCPs. Examples of WSCP backbones include polyfluorenes,8 
polythiophene,9 fullerene derivatives,10-11 non-conjugated polymers like poly(ethylene 
oxide) (PEO)12 and PEI/PEIE,13 and small molecules like Rhodamine 101.14 The classes of 
polar side groups include amino-functionalized quaternized derivatives (with mobile 
counterions),8-9 neutral compounds (diethanolamine and phosphonates),15-16 amino N-
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oxides,4, 17-20 and zwitterionic (sulfobetaines)21-22 with no mobile ions (Figure 2.1). With 
the advantage of orthogonal solvent processability, which means that the solvent in which 
the surface modifier is deposited from has a contrasting polarity from the solvent that 
contains the active material that is sequentially deposited, roll-to-roll processing methods 
becomes more feasible. 
 
 
Figure 2.1. Structures of typical polar side groups of WSCPs.4, 8-9, 15-22 
 
2.1.2.1 Amine N-oxide Functionalized Polymer PFN 
In 2012, Guan et al. introduced the first class of amino N-oxide functionalized 
polyfluorene polymers (PFNO)4 as surface modifiers, and contrasted its performance with 
the amino functionalized counterparts (PFN), which had been widely used as a surface 
modifier previously (Figure 2.2).8, 23-25 These compounds were of special interest because 
of their excellent solubility in polar solvents, large dipole moments, and the absence of 
mobile counterions, which have been reported to be problematic.26 Furthermore, the 
researchers showed that PCDTBT:PCB71BM based polymer solar cells (PSCs) with top Al 
electron-collecting electrodes had higher power conversion efficiency (PCE) for the PFNO 
modified devices compared with the PFN modified.4 
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The utility of these types of N-oxide functionalized polymers4 as surface modifiers 
was demonstrated in a tandem PSC structure with polymer-modified MoOx, to improve the 
contact with TiO2. These solution processed metal oxide/dipole layer/metal oxide 
interconnecting layers showed enhanced current density versus voltage (J–V) 




Figure 2.2. Structures of amine N-oxide functionalized polymers and small molecule 
surface modifiers.4, 17-18 
 
2.1.2.2 Amine N-oxide Functionalized Small Molecule PDI and NDI 
Shortly after, non-polymeric conjugated N-oxides were used as surface modifiers 
based on a perylene diimide (PDINO)17 and naphthalene diimide (NDIO)18 cores. 
Structures with these cores are notable for their high photochemical stability, high electron 
affinities, easy functionalization and high conductivities owing to their extended 
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conjugated structures.28-31 In addition, small molecules offer the advantage of relative ease 
of synthesis and precise molecular structure compared with polymers. PDINO-based 
devices demonstrated thickness-insensitivity of the surface modifier and were successfully 
incorporated within a wide range of thicknesses (6–25 nm) in functional PSCs.17 The 
electronic properties of PDI-interlayers were investigated on Al, Ag, and Au electrodes 
and in each case, the surface modifiers lowered the WF of the metals by a few meV. NDIO-
coated ITO was reported to have a WF of 3.96 eV compared with untreated ITO (4.49 eV) 
measured by UPS, which led to a decrease in energy mismatch between the WF of ITO 
and the EA of PC71BM (3.91 eV), the acceptor material in the inverted PSC (Table 2.1).
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Table 2.1. WF of WSCP, PDIN, PDINO, and NDIO.4, 17-18 
Modifier/Substrate WF (eV) 
MoOx 5.42 
Al (UPS) 4.3 
Ag (UPS) 4.3 
ITO (UPS) 5.1 












2.1.3 Motivation for Studying Aliphatic Amine N-oxides 
Currently WSCPs show promise as surface modifiers on a variety of electrodes for 
several reasons: they have conjugated backbones that ensure conductivity (although 
successful examples of non-conjugated polymers have been reported)13, polar side chains 
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that allow for water/alcohol solubility, and orthogonal solvent processing, which in turn 
allows for low temperature solution processing of devices. In the literature thus far, the 
aforementioned backbones have been decorated with the various polar side groups and 
variations based on exchange of counterions in the case of quaternized derivatives have 
been studied. There has also been an example with the polar side group that has 
traditionally been pendant, to be within the main chain, alternating with the conjugated 
PDI.32 In the literature, the polar/ionic derivatives have usually been compared with the 
neutral/precursor materials. However, the polar side chains have not been studied isolated 
from the conjugated main chains as small molecule derivatives. 
Herein, we report the behavior of aliphatic amine N-oxides as small-molecule 
surface modifiers for ITO. The modifiers are easily synthesized by exposure of the 
corresponding amine to aqueous hydrogen peroxide, and are readily soluble in water and 
methanol. They demonstrate better adhesion to the ITO cathode than the non-oxidized 
amine precursors based on a comparison of the N 1s signals of substrates modified under 
the same conditions measured by XPS, and are although partially removed by washing 
with dichlorobenzene, a typical solvent for organic semiconductor deposition, the 
remaining material is in some cases sufficient to maintain a low WF. The N-oxides show 
modest reductions to the WF of ITO, with the magnitude of the reduction increasing with 
increasing thickness. 
2.2 Selection of Amines and N-oxides 
Figure 2.3 represents the chemical structures of the amines and the corresponding 
N-oxide compounds studied in this paper. N,N-Dimethylhexylamine (DMHA/1N), 
tetramethylethylenediamine (TMEDA/2N), pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (PMDETA/ 
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3N) and their respective N-oxides were studied to understand the effect of the number of 
amine moieties per molecule and the effect of amine oxidation.  
 
  
Figure 2.3. Structure of amines/N-oxides. 
 
In this study, ITO surfaces were treated by spin-coating different concentrations of 
amine/N-oxide in methanol to produce films of varying thicknesses. These films were 
characterized by measuring the resulting WF (by UPS and KP) and by estimating the 
resulting thicknesses and percent monolayers using the ratio of XPS intensities of core 
signals associated with the modifier atoms to those arising from the bulk substrate (refer to 
2.4.4 for method). The thicknesses were derived by assuming a uniform coverage of 
modifier with a density of 1 g cm–3 and known density of 6.65 g cm–3,33 and the percent 
monolayers were estimated by assuming that all the polar side groups of each modifier are 
oriented towards the surface with a conformation that results in the maximum footprint. 
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2.2.1 Surface Oriented Assumptions 
2.2.1.1 Binding Orientation 
The cartoon in Figure 2.4 illustrates the proposed orientation of the end groups of 
2NO on the surface of ITO of a monolayer. 
 
Figure 2.4. Sketch of metal oxide/interface layer and interface dipole formed from 
modification by 2NO leading to a reduction in work function. 
 
2.3 Analysis of Modified ITO Surfaces 
2.3.1 Coverage and Workfunction Modification Analysis 
When dilute concentrations (0.5 to 2.0 mM) were used, films of thicknesses on the 
order of a few nm were deposited (for 2NO and 3NO), with the corresponding WF 
decreasing with increasing thickness (Figure 2.5). There is a linear correlation between the 
workfunction and thickness, with a similar trend between 2NO and 3NO. Separate plots of 






Figure 2.5. Workfunction (by UPS) versus thickness of 2NO and 3NO on ITO processed 
from spin coating different concentrations (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 mM) of the amine N-oxides. 
The x-error is 0.1 nm for all data points. 
 
When compared with films deposited from more concentrated 10 mM solutions, 
the latter resulted in thicknesses of several nm but the same WF reduction as a 1.4 nm thick 
film (Table 2.2). This indicated that less than 2 nm of a modification layer was sufficient 
to reduce the WF of ITO to low levels (3.7 eV). Since these surface modifiers are non-
conjugated and expected, thicker layers are likely essentially insulating in nature, ultrathin 
layers would presumably allow charge carriers to more easily tunnel between the modified 
electrode and an organic semiconducting layer in a device. In the case of 1NO, regardless 
of the concentration of the spin coating solution, approximately the same thicknesses were 
achieved, although the less dilute solution resulted in a slightly lower workfunction (by 







Table 2.2. Tabulation of Workfunction, Molecular Coverage and Thickness Estimation of 
Amine N-oxides on ITO derived from XPS signals. 
 
 
Table 2.2 also lists the approximate percent monolayers of each modifier, which 
were calculated as described in 2.4.4 by assuming that for each modifier, all the polar side 
groups are oriented towards the surface and assuming a conformation that results in the 
maximum footprint. To arrive at an estimated percent monolayer, the expected footprint 
was compared to the experimental footprint and the corresponding values are found in 
Table 2.2 
2.3.2 Percent Monolayer Analysis 
Since 1NO only contains one oxidized amine group, if that unit were to anchor to 
the surface, it would result in a 40° tilt for the hexyl chain. This corresponds to a standing 
height of 0.7 nm, which matches the experimental thickness that was derived from the XPS 
signals. Both treatment conditions (1 mM and 10 mM) resulted in a monolayer of 1NO. 
System footprint (Å2) 






 estim exptla idealb exptlc   
1NO-1.0 mM 26 23.5 ± 1.9 3.85 4.3 ± 0.3 100 0.7 
1NO-10.0 mM 26 23.8 ± 2.2 3.85 4.2 ± 0.4 100 0.7 
2NO-0.5 mM 51 45.5 ± 15.3 1.96 2.0 ± 0.5 100 0.4 
2NO-1.0 mM 51 22.1 ± 1.6 1.96 4.5 ± 0.3 200 0.8 
2NO-1.5 mM 51 19.6 ± 2.8 1.96 5.2 ± 0.7 300 0.9 
2NO-2.0 mM 51 11.2 ± 1.4 1.96 9.0 ± 1.0 500 1.4 
2NO-10.0 mM 51 1.7 ± 0.3 1.96 60.3 ± 10.9 3100 4.7 
3NO-0.5 mM 70 67.5 ± 12.6 1.43 1.5 ± 0.3 100 0.4 
3NO-1.0 mM 70 21.1 ± 1.7 1.43 4.8 ± 0.4 300 1.2 
3NO-1.5 mM 70 18.6 ± 1.2 1.43 5.4 ± 0.3 400 1.3 
3NO-2.0 mM 70 17.2 ± 1.4 1.43 5.9 ± 0.5 400 1.4 
3NO-10.0 mM 70 1.7 ± 0.2 1.43 58.8 ± 7.4 4100 6.1 
a The ideal coverage is estimated as the reciprocal of the estimated footprint. Note that the footprint is based on 
an ellipse of a simple model of each modifier if all amines were facing the same direction and interacting with the 
surface. b The experimental average coverage was estimated from XPS data as described in section 2.4.4; the error 
bars are estimated based on spot-to-spot variation of XPS peaks, but do not take into account approximations 
made in converting XPS ratios to atomic ratios. The footprint given is the reciprocal of the coverage. c The 
percentage ideal monolayer compares the experimental coverage to the ideal coverage and rounded to the nearest 
hundreds place. d These were assuming density of 1 g cm–3 as described in section 2.4.4. 
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This can be rationalized that as there is only one anchoring group and a hydrophobic tail, 
additional layers would be electrostatically difficult to form. For 2NO and 3NO however, 
which contain higher N/C ratios and have two and three oxide moieties, respectively, using 
a concentrated 10 mM solution resulted in estimated thicknesses of greater than 5 nm and 
several thousand percent monolayers. From these findings, it can be assumed that the 
dipole-dipole intermolecular interactions are strong enough to overcome the volatility of 
the modifiers in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV). This type of relationship can be rationalized by 
comparing with hydrogen bonding, where if compounds contain the same hydrogen 
bonding capable groups (for example –OH), the compound with more (three –OH groups) 
will have the strongest intermolecular forces (glycerol b.p. 290 °C, ethylene glycol b.p. 197 
°C, ethanol b.p. 78 °C). Given that the ITO surface post oxygen plasma treatment is highly 
polar and rich in metal oxides,34 it is reasonable that the N–O polar bonds is acting as a 
Lewis base towards any low-coordinate surface metal ions, or displace water from surface 
metal ions, and us able to adhere well (under UHV).  
 
 
Figure 2.6. Graph of Workfunction (measured by UPS) versus % monolayer of 2NO and 
3NO on ITO spin coated from different concentrations. 
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2.3.3 Comparison with Amine Precursors 
To compare the effect of a dipolar functional group, the non-oxidized precursors 
were also used to modify plasma treated ITO (with 10 mM solutions) and the resulting WF 
and N/In ratios were measured (by UPS and XPS). The amines were unable to reduce the 
WF as significantly as the oxidized counterparts (lowest value was for 3N at 4.33 eV), 
which may be in part due to the low N/In ratios (of N 1s and In 3d) for these surfaces, 
which correlate to low coverage (Table 2.3). 
 
Table 2.3. Experimental (UPS) workfunction of the amine/N-oxide modified ITO surfaces 






a The error bars are the standard deviations derived by measurement of five samples over three different 
surfaces. b All films were processed from 10 mM solutions. 
 
The high resolution (HR) core ionization spectra of the amines on ITO can be found 
in Figure 2.7. Even though solutions of the same concentration were used, the resulting 
N/In ratios were drastically different between the two sets (oxidized and non-oxidized). 
The N-oxide-modified surfaces had higher N/In ratios than the amine-modified, and 1N 
was not detected at all by XPS. Considering that the substrates were processed under the 
same conditions, we assume that the intermolecular interactions among the amines were 
not as strong as among the N-oxides and, therefore, the amines were more easily lost under 
System UPS Φ (eV)ab N/In ratiosab 
ITO (OP) 5.11 ± 0.06 n/a 
1N 4.80 ± 0.04 0 
1NO 4.22 ± 0.03 0.063 ± 0.005 
2N 4.65 ± 0.03 0.042 ± 0.010 
2NO 3.77 ± 0.02 1.891 ± 0.307 
3N 4.33 ± 0.04 0.064 ± 0.006 
3NO 3.69 ± 0.04 2.638 ± 0.229 
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ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) upon pumping of the chamber. Also 1NO and 2NO are solids 
with m.p. at ca. 88 °C and 3NO is a viscous liquid, whereas all the precursor amines are 
non-viscous liquids at room temperature. 
 
 
Figure 2.7. N 1s high resolution core ionization spectra of amines (1N, 2N, 3N) measured 
by XPS. The BE of the peak maxima is about 399.6 eV. No 1N is detected at all by XPS 
under these processing conditions (from 10 mM dilution, same parameters as in 
experimental). 
 
Although the films in Table 2.3 cannot be directly compared due to the difference 
in thicknesses, more dilute solutions were not used to process the amine modifiers because 
of their relatively higher volatility. Thus, the advantage of oxidation to the amines includes 
the ability to control thickness (stable to UHV) and a WF below 4 eV for thin layers (ca. 
3.7 eV at 1.4 nm for 2NO and 3NO). 
2.3.4 XPS Analysis 
2.3.4.1 Setting a Reference 
To analyze the change to the electronic environment of the surface of ITO upon 
deposition of amine N-oxides, HR spectra of the nitrogen 1s core ionization were analyzed. 
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First, the spectra obtained from the films deposited from 10 mM solutions are compared 
against films of thicknesses greater than the detection depth limit of XPS (10 nm) to 
represent nitrogen signals from solely the compound without surface interactions (Figure 
2.8). The absence of the strong In 3d signals that would arise from the bulk substrate 
confirm the success of the deposition of 2NO and 3NO. No matter how concentrated the 
1NO solution was, only an estimated thickness of 6 nm could be achieved for 1NO.  
 
 
Figure 2.8. Peak components of N 1s core ionization (XPS) (from 10 mM dilutions), 1NO-
(0.7 nm) (a)a, 2NO-(4.7 nm) (b), 3NO-(6.1 nm) (c), and of films of >10 nm thickness (d)b. 
a This spectrum is similar to that deposited from 1 mM solution. b These were calibrated by setting the C 1s 
scanned for the same spot to 284.8 eV (1NO), and 286.0 eV (2NO) and (3NO), which are the average C 1s 
detected for each compound when treated in a more dilute solution. The 1NO deposited film (1NO-comp.) 
is not greater than 10 nm. 
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However, because of the assumptions taken to calibrate the spectra in Figure 2.8d 
where little to no In 3d was present, Figure 2.8a–c were used instead as reference peaks 
(calibrated to the corresponding In 3d). To validate this approach, it can be noted that due 
to the thickness of the overlayers in Figure 2.8a–c, a large majority of the signal comes 
from the compounds themselves, as opposed to those strongly interacting with the ITO 
surface. Therefore, sufficient peak positions and widths could be derived with these 
spectra.  
Each of the major peak components from each spectrum is assumed to be composed 
of one component with a binding energy (BE) and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) 
listed on the figures (Figure 2.8). All the major components were positioned at 402.9–403 
eV with a FWHM range of 1.2–1.4 eV, which allows for some flexibility in the peak 
analysis. This component most likely refers to the amine oxide functionality and the lower 
BE component found in Figure 2.8a,b is consistent with an unoxidized amino group. Since 
2NO and 3NO do not contain this type of amino group, this finding suggests that a reaction 
may occur that leads to a loss of an oxide upon interaction with ITO.  
 
 
Figure 2.9. The degradation of a thick overlayer of 3NO on ITO was tested by sweeping 
the same N 1s spot 30 times, without averaging the results. Sweeps 1, 10, 20, and 30 are 
shown and labeled as loops. 
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In addition, this peak grows in intensity on increasing exposure of a thick 3NO film 
on ITO to the X-ray beam (Figure 2.9), suggesting it may at least partly be due to X-ray 
damage. 
2.3.4.2 Analysis of Few Multilayers 
The N 1s HR spectra from the films that resulted in about a monolayer of estimated 
coverage are shown in Figure 2.10. Similar to the spectra in Figure 2.8, only one major 
component can be seen and the positions (with FWHM in parentheses) were at 402.9 (1.4), 
403.1 (1.4), and 403.1 (1.5) eV for the three compounds 1NO, 2NO, and 3NO, respectively. 
These positions and peak widths are similar to those of the reference spectra, which may 
indicate that the local nitrogen environment in an unbound amine oxide is similar to that 
when it is interacting with the surface in either a hydrogen bonding or Lewis basic manner. 
Although there is asymmetry in the peak in Figure 2.8c and the FWHM of 0.1 eV is larger 
than the set range, it is difficult to fit significant components into this peak. The N 1s of 
each of the films deposited from the other solutions (1.0, 1.5, 2.0 mM) are shown in Figure 
2.11 and tabulated in Table 2.4. 
 
 
Figure 2.10. XPS N 1s of amine N-oxide/ITO for close to monolayer coverage, 1NO (a), 










1NO-1.0 mM 402.9 1.4 
2NO-0.5 mM 403.1 1.4 
2NO-1.0 mM 403.2 1.4 
2NO-1.5 mM 403.1 1.3 
2NO-2.0 mM 403.0 1.4 
3NO-0.5 mM 403.1 1.5 
3NO-1.0 mM 403.0 1.4 
3NO-1.5 mM 403.0 1.3 




Figure 2.11. N 1s XPS signal from monolayers of amine N-oxide on ITO (from 0.5 or 1 
mM dilutions), 1NO-0.5 (a), 2NO-0.5 (b), 3NO-0.5 (c). N 1s of 2NO and 3NO on ITO 
processed from spin coating different concentrations (0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 mM) of the amine 




2.3.5 Washing Tests 
To determine the robustness of the surface modifiers to processing conditions, two 
washing tests were performed on modified substrates (from 10 mM solutions).  
2.3.5.1 Methanol Washing Test 
Rinsing an amine oxide modified substrate with methanol, a polar solvent, results 
in little to no retention of the modifier on the surface (Table 2.5). 
2.3.5.2 1,2-Dichlorobenzene Washing Test 
In contrast, to verify the resistance to non-polar solvents, a washing test with 1,2-
dichlorobenzene (DCB), a common solvent in depositing active layers in photovoltaics, 
was performed. In this test, modified substrates were measured for the WF and elemental 
compositions (by UPS/XPS) and then the same substrates were “washed” (by spin coating 
DCB at the same parameters listed in the experimental) and remeasured for the change. 
 
Table 2.5. Work function values of washed substrates, under two different conditions, and 
the average N/In ratios (from N 1s and In 3d) of the sensitivity corrected intensities of the 
remaining modifiers after the washing condition. After substrates were modified according 
to the experimental (from 10 mM dilutions), they were washed (3 x 1 mL) with methanol 
(a), or with 1,2-dichlorobenzene* (spin coated at 3000 rpm, 1100 acceleration, for 30 sec., 
followed by annealing for 10 min at 70 °C) (b). 








ITO (OP) 4.81 ± 0.07 4.82 ± 0.07 –  
1NO 4.58 ± 0.04 4.40 ± 0.03 0.001 0.036 ± 0.005 
2NO 4.75 ± 0.02 3.65 ± 0.03 0.001 0.870 ± 0.132 
3NO 4.58 ± 0.03 3.62 ± 0.06 0.001 1.194 ± 0.210 
* These substrates were measured prior to this wash, then washed by this method and re-measured. The 
control sample, ITO (OP) was not washed with 1,2-dichlorobenzene and represents the WF reduction over 




As illustrated in Figure 2.12, the WF of ITO after 6 h, which was the time interval 
between when the substrate was first plasma treated to when the DCB-washed substrates 
were measured, reduced to 4.82 eV. The WF reduction of the control sample over time was 
expected as carbonaceous contaminants and particles from the atmosphere may have 
adhered to the surface. When 1NO-modified ITO was washed with DCB, the WF was 
similar to that of the control sample and increased from the original WF value (prior to the 
wash) by 0.18 eV. The resulting N/In ratios (listed in Table 2.2) also indicate that the 
surface modifiers were washed away to a degree, 40% for 1NO (Figure 2.12). The UPS 
spectra in Figure 2.12 also illustrate, however, that even with a DCB-wash, 2NO- and 3NO- 
modified ITO retain the large WF reduction from pre-wash, even though they both 
encountered a 52% and 55% reduction of the N/In ratio evident in the XPS spectra, 
respectively (Figure 2.12c). This implies that the DCB-washed surfaces are half the 
thickness as previously, which would result in ~2.4 nm and ~3 nm for 2NO and 3NO, 
respectively. This supports the previous result that thicknesses of at least 1.4 nm for either 
compound is required to reduce the WF of ITO to ~3.7 eV. 
 
 
Figure 2.12. UPS spectra showing minimal WF shift after washing with DCB (a)a, onset of 
ionization (b), corresponding reduction in nitrogen content for each modified surface (by 
XPS)b. a Values for WF and N/In ratios can be found in Table S3. b These spectra were normalized to the 
respective In 3d peak. 
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The onset of ionization, which gives insight to the band bending contribution versus 
the surface dipole contribution to the WF reduction, illustrates that the valence band 
maxima shift away from vacuum upon modification of ITO by ca. 0.3 eV (Figure 2.12b). 
This implies that the contribution to the WF reduction from the surface dipole (SD) 
generated from the modifiers is 0.59 eV (for 1NO), 1.04 eV (for 2NO), and 1.12 eV (for 
3NO) (Figure 2.13). It is evident that there is a larger SD effect for 2NO and 3NO than for 
1NO, which may be due to a net dipole from the two and three N–O groups per molecule 
that is larger than the dipole from 1 N–O group in 1NO, if the groups were oriented in a 
way that would lead to positive summation of the two vectors. 
 
 
Figure 2.13. Schematic energy band diagrams, from UPS measurements, comparing the 
amine N-oxide modified ITO with OP ITO. Taking the shift in the valence band maxima, 
VBM, into account, the respective surface dipole contributions (δ) are indicated. 
 
2.3.6 Contact Angle and Surface Energy 
The surface of plasma treated ITO is very hydrophilic and addition of surface 
modifiers could alter that property depending on the nature of the surface modifier. To 
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determine the change in wettability of the amine N-oxide modified-ITO relative to just 
methanol-washed ITO, water contact-angle measurements were performed by changing 
the concentration of the solution from which the modifiers were spin coated.35 The results 
show that with a methanol wash, the contact angle of oxygen plasma treated ITO increases 
from 21.4° to 41.6° (Figure 2.14).  
 
 
Figure 2.14. Contact angles with water, of OP ITO (21.4 ± 1.9°) (a), and OP ITO modified 
with various solvents and dilutions: methanol (41.6 ± 1.4°) (b), 4 mM 2NO in methanol 
(35.7 ± 1.0°) (c), 10 mM 2NO in methanol (37.2 ± 1.6°) (d), 20 mM 2NO in methanol 
(31.3° ± 1.8) (e), 30 mM 2NO in methanol (27.7 ± 1.4°) (f), 40 mM 2NO in methanol (22.1 
± 0.9°) (g). 
 
As 2NO is introduced into methanol from 0.5 mM to 40 mM, the contact angle of 
the modified surface is initially similar to OP ITO at 20.1° and then increases to 35.7° (4 
mM), and then decreases to 22.1° (40 mM). This indicates that at low concentration, the 
surface is hydrophilic and becomes hydrophobic with increasing thickness of surface 
modifier, then becomes hydrophilic again. The initial hydrophilicity of the modified 
substrate may indicate that the multilayers are oriented with the polar groups facing 
upwards (0.5 mM–2 mM) until a point at which the orientation becomes more randomized 
with increasing backbone facing upwards (4 mM–10 mM), which would increase 
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hydrophobicity and result in an increased contact angle. The final decrease back to the 
hydrophilicity of the unmodified surface may be due to the excess modifier dissolving in 
the probe liquid, which would spread the droplet horizontally and lead to a decreased 
contact angle. 
2.3.7 Stability of Modified Substrates 
2.3.7.1 Effect of UHV to the WF 
To mitigate against loss of the modifier under UHV, the WF of the N-oxides were 
also measured by Kelvin Probe under nitrogen and remeasured after one week of exposure 
to ambient conditions (Figure 2.15). The results showed a similar trend to the UPS results, 
and the WF remained constant over one week, though with lower fluctuations within and 
among the substrates. 
 
Figure 2.15 Work function values measured by Kelvin Probe under nitrogen for amine N-
oxide modified ITO substrates (modified using the same procedure as the UPS measured 





2.3.7.2 Effect of UV Exposure to the WF 
To determine whether the modified substrates would be affected by UV-exposure, 
the WF of 2NO-modified ITO substrates (from 2 mM, 3 mM and 4 mM solutions) were 
tracked with increasing exposure from 0, 10, to 30 min by Kelvin Probe in the glovebox.  
 
 
Figure 2.16. Work function values measured by Kelvin Probe under nitrogen for 2NO-
modified ITO spin coated from different solutions, and under increasing amount of UV 
exposure. 
 
 According to Zhou et al., ITO substrates under UV illumination over several 
minutes experienced a reduction to the WF from 4.7 eV to 4.2 eV with reversibility upon 
exposure to ambient oxygen.36 As displayed in Figure 2.16 and Table 2.6, while the WF of 
oxygen plasma treated ITO decreases from 5.2 to 4.9 eV with 30 min of UV exposure, the 





Table 2.6. WF Values of UV-exposed 2NO-modified ITO measured by KP for Figure 2.16. 
 
UV exposure time 
 0 min 10 min 30 min 
1 (OP ITO) 5.18 ± 0.05 5.01 ± 0.01 4.87 ± 0.02 
2 (2 mM) 3.91 ± 0.03 3.93 ± 0.03 3.89 ± 0.05 
3 (3 mM) 3.90 ± 0.01 3.88 ± 0.04 3.87 ± 0.03 
4 (4 mM) 3.88 ± 0.03 3.84 ± 0.03 3.83 ± 0.03 
 
2.3.7.3 Effect of Mixing with Non-Fullerene Acceptor 
To determine whether an amine N-oxide would react with a popular non-fullerene 
acceptor, m-ITIC (3,9-bis(2-methylene-(3-(1,1-dicyanomethylene)-indanone))-5,5,11,11-
tetrakis(4-hexylphenyl)-dithieno[2,3-d:2’,3’-d’]-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b’]dithiophene) 
synthesized by Dr. Junxiang Zhang of the Marder group, within a device architecture, UV-
vis absorption measurements of mixtures of the two compounds were taken. According to 
Zhou et al., PEI/PEIE, which contain aliphatic amine groups, react with ITIC and renders 
devices made with these two materials juxtaposed to each other, detrimental.37 Since the 
amine N-oxides do not have aliphatic amine groups but all are in an oxidized state, it would 





Figure 2.17. UV-vis absorption of mixtures of ITIC and 2NO in different ratios. The 
concentration of ITIC was fixed with increasing concentrations of 2NO introduced with 
the same final total volume for each measurement in chloroform and a drop of methanol. 
 
As can be observed from Figure 2.17, the spectra with mixtures of the two 
compounds (1:1, 1:4, 1:9) all appear identical to the spectrum with only ITIC. This 
indicates that the structure of ITIC does not change in the presence of 2NO and that this 
likely indicates that there was no reaction between the two compounds. Therefore, 2NO is 
compatible to be used in a device adjacent to ITIC. 
2.3.8 Conclusions 
We have demonstrated for the first time the usage of aliphatic amine N-oxides 
without a conjugated backbone as surface modifiers on ITO. Compared to the non-oxidized 
amine precursors, the amine N-oxides demonstrate better adhesion to the surface and can 
lower the WF of ITO to values as low as 3.7 eV. Evaluation by XPS of the modified surface 
reveals that the nitrogen component on the surface-confined spectra does not differ 
significantly from the signal arising from the compound itself, but regardless, leads to an 
environment that causes a reduced WF. Washing with DCB led to about half of the surface 
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modifiers stripped from the surface, but a retention of the WF reduction due to the sufficient 
thickness. Contact angle studies showed that modified surfaces were as hydrophilic as 
plasma treated ITO at low concentrations. 
We hypothesized that the dipoles from the amine N-oxide dipolar polar functional 
group would be more effective than the dipoles from amines in reducing the WF of ITO if 
aligned perpendicular to the surface. We indeed observed a greater WF reduction for ITO 
surfaces modified with the former. We can also conclude the amine N-oxides had stronger 
intermolecular interactions than amines from the observation that multilayers of the amine 
N-oxides could coat ITO. Increasing thicknesses of the surface modifier, except for 1NO, 
resulted in increasing WF reductions up to the saturation thickness of 1.4 nm. This 
observation suggests that the dipoles from the additional layers of surface modifier were 
largely in the direction of the surface, leading to increased molecular dipole and a greater 
reduction in WF. 
2.4 Experimental 
All chemicals were used as received from commercial sources without any further 
purification. 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian Mercury Vx 300 
spectrometer. Chemical shifts are reported in delta (δ) units, expressed in parts per million 
(ppm) vs. tetramethylsilane using the solvent as an internal standard (D2O, 4.76 ppm for 
1H and 1,4-dioxane, 66.0 ppm for 13C NMR). 
2.4.1 Materials 




N,N-dimethylalkyl amine (2.7 mL, 1 mmol) was placed in a sealed tube and dissolved in 2 
mL of methanol. Hydrogen peroxide (3.4 mL, 2 mmol, 30%) was added dropwise with 
vigorous stirring. The reaction was heated at 90 ºC for 3 h. The reaction crude was 
concentrated under reduced pressure and further dried under high vacuum. Finally, the oily 
residue was passed through a plug of basic alumina eluting first with dichloromethane and 
then dichloromethane:methanol 95:5 to afford a white solid 1NO•H2O (1.23 g, 49%). 
1H 
NMR (300 MHz, D2O, δ) 3.32 – 3.19 (m, 2H), 3.14 (s, 6H), 1.85 – 1.65 (m, 2H), 1.38 – 
1.13 (m, 6H), 0.86 (t, J = 6 Hz, 3H). 13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, D2O, dioxane reference): 
70.65, 57.20, 30.70, 25.43, 22.92, 21.86, 13.31. HRMS (ESI): Calcd for C8H20NO (MH
+) 
146.1539; found 146.1537 Anal. Calcd for C8H19NO•H2O: C, 58.86; H, 12.97; N, 8.58. 
Found: C: 59.34; H: 12.95; N: 8.51. 
2.4.1.2 N1,N1,N2,N2-tetramethylethane-1,2-diamine dioxide trihydrate (TMEDAO/2NO)39  
 
Hydrogen peroxide (9.0 mL, 90 mmol, 30%) was added to a wide necked round bottom 
flask and cooled to 0 °C. Tetramethylethylenediamine (2.7 mL, 18 mmol) was added 
dropwise over 5 min and then the mixture was stirred at 0 °C for 30 min. The solution was 
cooled to room temperature before being concentrated under reduced pressure (60 °C, 20 
Torr). Water (3.0 mL) was added and the reaction mixture was again concentrated under 
reduced pressure, followed by drying under high vacuum, providing TMEDAO•3H2O as a 
white solid (3.88 g, 98%). 1H NMR (300 MHz, D2O, δ): 3.85 (s, 4H, –CH2), 3.25 (s, 12H, 
–CH3); 
13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, D2O, dioxane reference): 63.08 (CH2), 58.68 (CH3). 




149.1285; found 149.1281. Anal. Calcd for C6H16N2O2•3H2O: C, 35.63; H, 10.96; N, 
13.85. Found: C: 35.24; H: 10.68; N: 13.74. 
2.4.1.3 N1-(2-(dimethyloxidoazanyl)ethyl)-N1,N2,N2-trimethylethane-1,2-diamine dioxide 
pentahydrate (PMDETAO/3NO) 39 
 
Hydrogen peroxide (9.0 mL, 90 mmol, 30%) was added to a round bottom flask and cooled 
to 0 °C. Pentamethyldiethylenetriamine (2.5 mL, 12 mmol) was added dropwise over 5 
min and the reaction was stirred at 0 °C for 3 h. The solution was cooled to room 
temperature before being concentrated under reduced pressure. Water (3.0 mL) was added 
and the reaction mixture again concentrated under reduced pressure, followed by drying 
under high vacuum, providing PMDETAO•5H2O (3.43 g, 87%) as a white viscous oil. 
1H 
NMR (300 MHz, D2O, δ): 3.93 (m, 8H, –CH2), 3.27 (s, 6H, –CH3), 3.26 (s, 6H, –CH3), 
3.22 (s, 3H, –CH3); 
13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, D2O, dioxane reference): 63.13, 62.74, 58.88, 
58.58, 55.99. HRMS (ESI): Calcd for C9H23N3O3Na (MNa
+) 244.1632; found 244.1637. 
Anal. Calcd for C9H23N3O3•5H2O: C, 34.72; H, 10.68; N, 13.50; O, 41.11. Found: C: 34.77; 
H: 10.37; N: 13.51. 
2.4.2 ITO Surface Cleaning and Modification 
Commercially available ITO substrates (Eagle-XG, Thin Film Devices, Anaheim, 
CA) were cut into 0.5” × 0.5” squares and subjected to detergent-solvent cleaning. 
Substrates were first scrubbed with a 5% solution of Triton X-100 detergent in DI water, 
and immersed in sequential 10 min sonication baths in the diluted detergent, DI water, and 
ethanol, and dried under a flow of nitrogen. The DSC ITO were etched with oxygen plasma 
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(OP) with a PE-50 XL Plasma System for 5 min prior to any additional surface treatment. 
Substrates were modified by spin coating freshly prepared dilutions of amine in methanol 
at 3000 or 5000 rpm, 1100 acceleration, for 30 or 60 sec followed by annealing at 70 °C 
for 10 min. Samples were immediately taken for X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
/ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS/UPS) analysis. 
2.4.3 Surface Characterization 
2.4.3.1 UPS and XPS and KP 
All UPS and XPS measurements were conducted in a Kratos Axis Ultra 
spectrometer with an average base pressure of 10-9 Torr. UPS spectra were collected prior 
to XPS spectra with a 21.2 eV He (I) excitation and a pass energy of 5 eV using a 27 µm 
spot size. XPS spectra were collected with a monochromatic Al Kα source using a 400 µm 
spot size and a pass energy of 160 eV for survey acquisition and 20 eV for high-resolution 
spectra. XPS was performed with a normal take-off angle (0°). Data were analyzed using 
Vision Processing software 2.2.8. The binding energies of all XPS spectra were calibrated 
and normalized to the In 3d line at 443.9 eV and processed with a Shirley background 
subtraction and Savitzky-Golay smoothing unless otherwise stated. The method for 
estimating the experimental coverage/thickness from XPS data was adapted from other 
works.40-45 Kelvin Probe (KP) WF data were obtained using Besocke Delta Phi Kelvin 
Probe system in a nitrogen atmosphere. The measurements were calibrated to a freshly 
cleaved highly ordered pyrolytic graphite with a known work function of 4.50 eV.36 All 
XPS, UP, and KP data points represent multiple samples scanned on multiple spots; 
standard deviation is reported among different samples. 
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2.4.4 Method for Experimental Estimation of Coverage and Thickness 
The method for determining experimental coverage was detailed in previous work 
but of an amine on a gold surface. In this work, the same assumptions were considered and 
appropriate variables replaced as needed.40 
Equation 8 from the above reference when considering an ITO surface, using In 3d 
as the line of interest from the bulk surface can be modified as such: 
𝐼In(total) 𝐴⁄ = 𝜆In ∙ 𝑘 ∙ 𝑁In 𝑉⁄       (1) 
when considering a surface containing 28 In atoms/1180 Å3 (model of 222 surface)41 and 
an inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of 2.81 nm for In 3d5/2 at a 443.9 eV binding energy 
(whose kinetic energy is 1042.1 eV), when using Al K radiation (h = 1486 eV) derived 
from λ = B(KE)0.5, the expression that can be used to estimate IMFP for photoelectrons 
with KE > 150 eV, where B for In is 0.087 nm,43 which, inserting values of Inand NIn/V 
from above gives a value of: 
𝐼In(total) 𝐴⁄ = 𝑘 ∙ 0.67 Å
−2 = 𝑘 ∙ (0.67 × 1016 cm−2)   (2) 
replacing k with NN/A (number of N atoms per unit area) leads to: 
𝑁N/𝐴 = (𝐼N 𝐼In(total)⁄ ) ∙ (0.67 × 10
16 cm−2)   (3) 
by taking the intensities of the N 1s and In 3d that have been corrected for photoionization 
cross-section and detector sensitivity, we can arrive at a footprint of amine compound from 
experimental data (if the number of N atoms per compound is greater than one, the above 
equation must be multiplied by that factor to yield the footprint of the entire compound. 
The method for determining experimental thickness was first detailed in a work by 
Carlson in determining the thickness of tungsten oxide on tungsten and Strohmeier to 
determine the thickness of aluminum oxide on aluminum.44-45 For the aluminum oxide on 
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aluminum, the Al 2p signal from each layer was compared, and thus the expressions could 
be simplified further given only one IMFP. In our system however, the appropriate 
modifications were inputted in the expressions.   
Assuming a uniform overlayer of oxide (2) on metal (1), the relative intensities of 
the peaks from XPS can be used in the following expression to determine the thickness (d) 






exp [−𝑑 𝜆2⁄ sin 𝜃]
1−exp [−𝑑 𝜆2⁄ sin 𝜃]
      (4) 
where I1 and I2 refer to the intensities of the peaks of the metal and overlayer, respectively; 
N1 refers to the volume density of metal atoms in the metal (in our case, In atoms in ITO), 
and N2 refers to the volume density of metal atoms in the oxide (in our case, N atoms in 
the overlayer) (or in other terms, the atoms per unit volume), λ1 and λ2 refer to the IMFP 
of the appropriate photoelectrons in the metal and oxide, respectively (in nm), and 𝜃 refers 
to the electron take-off angle (with respect to the sample surface). The expression can be 
simplified and rearranged in terms of d: 





+ 1]      (5) 






      (6) 
where 𝜌𝑥 is the density of material x and 𝐹𝑥 is the formula weight of x. The formula weight 
of ITO, 𝐹𝐼𝑇𝑂 should be divided by the number of atoms present of the element that we are 
obtaining the number density for ITO (in this case In). We are assuming ITO to represent 
In2O5Sn, thus the value for 𝐹𝐼𝑇𝑂 must be divided by 2 to give the formula weight for 1 mole 
of In atoms. To obtain 𝐹𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟, the molecular weight of each anhydrous amine N-oxide 
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was divided by the number of N atoms per compound. The density of these were also 
assumed to be 1 g cm–3, which is an underestimation given that the compounds were solids 
or viscous liquid. The IMFP for the compounds was also calculated by the method given 
by Cumpson.42. In our case, 𝜃 = 90° and the sin term was simplified to equal 1.  
The following parameters were used: 
𝜌𝐼𝑇𝑂 = 6.65 𝑔 𝑐𝑚
−3   
𝜌𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 = 1.0 𝑔 𝑐𝑚
−3  
𝐹𝐼𝑇𝑂 = 428.34 𝑎𝑢  
𝐹𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 = 𝑀𝑊 𝑁𝑥⁄ ; 𝐹1𝑁𝑂 = 145.25 𝑎𝑢, 𝐹2𝑁𝑂 = 74.11 𝑎𝑢, 𝐹3𝑁𝑂 = 73.77 𝑎𝑢   
𝜆1 = 2.81 𝑛𝑚  
𝜆2: 𝜆1𝑁𝑂 = 3.53 𝑛𝑚,  𝜆2𝑁𝑂 = 3.46 𝑛𝑚,  𝜆3𝑁𝑂 = 3.40 𝑛𝑚   
by taking the intensities of the N 1s and In 3d that have been corrected for photoionization 
cross-section and detector sensitivity (same inputs as for determination of coverage), we 
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For many electronic devices, including organic light-emitting diodes, 
photovoltaics, and n-channel transistors, at least one low-work function (WF) electrode 
material is required to facilitate electron injection or collection at the organic 
semiconductor/electrode interface. Intrinsically low-WF metals such as calcium, however, 
are highly reactive to oxygen and moisture. Their use can be circumvented by using high-
WF materials coated with surface modifiers that lead to a dipole at the surface, which 
induces a shift in the vacuum level and a reduction of the WF. This chapter is the result of 
a collaboration and all calculations were performed by Dr. Alexander Hyla. 
3.1.1 Reductants on Gold Surfaces 
Gold has a high WF (ca. 5.2 eV for clean surfaces) and is widely used for electronics 
applications due to its conductivity and excellent stability in a variety of chemical 
environments. Its WF can be significantly lowered using molecular reductants that, when 
deposited on gold from either solution or vacuum, give rise to a surface dipole through 
electron transfer to the gold. Reductants that have been examined include 
tetrakis(dimethylamino)ethylene,1 neutral methyl viologen,2 acridine orange base,3 and the 
organometallic dimeric sandwich complexes (MCp*Cp)2 {M = Rh, Ir; Cp* = C5Me5; Cp = 
C5H5};
4-5 the lowest WF value obtained is 2.7 eV, measured using UV photoelectron 
spectroscopy (UPS) for a 15 Å film of (RhCp*Cp)2 vacuum deposited on clean 
Au(111).5 Another method to significantly lower the WF of Au is the use of 
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polyethylenimine (PEI) or its ethoxylated derivative (PEIE), which are only processable 
from solution; a WF of 3.4 eV was measured using UPS for PEIE-treated gold, whereas 
either polymer affords WFs of ca. 3.9 eV as measured by Kelvin probe (KP) in air.6 This 
WF reduction is thought to originate from both the dipole resulting from coordination of 
multiple amine groups in the polymer to the surface and the resulting alignment of the C–
N bonds in the polymer and their dipoles. In contrast to most of the reductants and 
reductant-treated gold surfaces mentioned above, both the polymers and the modified 
surfaces are stable in air; on the other hand, the exact composition on the surface is 
challenging to determine, layers are not necessarily of uniform thickness, and the water 
present in the commercially available reagents may adversely affect stability for some 
applications. 
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are yet another class of surface modifiers that 
can be used to lower WF. Since their first use by Nuzzo and Allara,7 thiolates have become 
the most widely used components for SAMs on gold; alkanethiolate monolayers typically 
reduce the WF of gold to ca. 4 eV, with the exact value depending on the alkyl chain and 
the measurement technique.8-10 A very low WF of 1.6 eV has recently been determined 
using the field emission properties of Au-coated nanowires with a [121]tetramantane-2-
thiolate SAM; however, this value is attributable to formation of the radical cation of the 
modifier at the tip of the nanowires, and a typical alkylthiolate SAM WF value of ca. 4 eV 
was found by UPS.10 
Thiolate-based SAMs offer the possibility of combining WF reduction with other 
properties through synthetic thiol chemistry. SAMs of simple alkyl thiols are thermally and 
oxidatively unstable;11-12 however, more stable monolayers can be attained using, for 
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example, 13 or multidentate thiols,14 although the fluoroalkyl thiols are not effective at 
lowering the WF.9 
3.1.2 N-Heterocyclic Carbenes 
N-Heterocyclic carbenes (NHCs) have been widely used as ligands in transition-
metal chemistry15-19 and have increasingly been used as ligands for gold nanoparticles.20-
22 In the past few years, they have been used as SAM-forming modifiers on planar surfaces 
of various metals, 20 including gold.23-27 Many precursor salts and free NHCs are 
commercially available or can be obtained through fairly simple synthetic 
procedures.28 The ligand characteristics of NHCs can be altered through 
saturation/unsaturation and variation of ring size and through heteroatom substituents,29-
30 whereas additional characteristics can be imparted through derivatization of their 
backbones (for example, NHC SAMs on Au have been functionalized by “click” chemistry 
using azide functionalities23 and through initiation of ring-opening metathesis 
polymerization from pendant alkene moieties).25  
Crudden et al. demonstrated that NHCs on Au are more stable than thiolate-based 
SAMs; monolayers of dodecyl thiolate were partially displaced by iPr2bimy (see Figure 
3.1) through immersion in a solution of the latter, but dodecanethiol was unable to displace 
iPr2bimy.
23 In addition, NHC SAMs are found to be resistant to boiling water, organic 
solvents, alkaline and acidic environments, electrochemical oxidation and reduction, and 
1% H2O2.
23 The increased stability was attributed to the greater binding energy of NHC–
Au (149 and 158 kJ mol–1 according to DFT-PBEsol calculations and temperature-
programmed desorption measurements respectively for iPr2bimy
23, 26 compared with 
thiolate–Au (ca. 125 kJ mol–1).31-32 Although these studies addressed the packing order, the 
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ability to graft polymers, and thermal and chemical stabilities of NHC SAMs on gold 
surfaces, the effect of NHCs on the WF of Au has not, to the best of our knowledge, been 
studied experimentally. A recent DFT study, however, has suggested the WF of Au 
modified with 4-(adamantan-1-yl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-imidazol-2-ylidene or its N,N′-
diisopropyl analogue would be ca. 3.8 eV.33 
3.2 N-Heterocyclic Carbenes Studied 
Here we report an experimental investigation of the effect of a series of NHCs 
(Figure 3.1) on the WF of planar Au surfaces in which we measure values as low as 3.3 eV 
using UPS.  
 
 
Figure 3.1. Chemical structures of NHCs used in this work to reduce the WF of Au 
surfaces; red (backbone) and blue (substituents) colored for emphasis. N–C–N bond angles 
are from gas-phase PBE/cc-pVTZ calculations. Note that the bond-angle difference 
between IiPr and SIiPr does not follow the expected trend. (See Table 3.1 for N–C–N 
bond angles for NHCs bound to gold). The bond-angle calculations were performed by Dr. 




DFT calculations are used to gain insight into the mechanism of the WF reduction 
and show qualitative differences between NHCs with relatively small (isopropyl) and bulky 
(2,6-diisopropylphenyl) N,N′-substituents. 
Figure 3.1 shows the NHCs considered in this study; all six compounds were 
studied computationally, and all except SIiPr were examined experimentally.35-36 SIiPr and 
other N,N′-dialkyl analogues dimerize in solution35 and so were excluded from the 
experimental study (but retained in computational work for comparison to SIDipp) to avoid 
possible complications arising from dimer—Au interactions. NHC dimers are moderately 
strong one-electron reductants36 and so might be expected to reduce the WF of Au through 
an electron-transfer reaction, similar to that between, for example, methyl viologen and 
Au.2 
We were interested in varying both the nature of the NHC backbone and the N,N′-
substituents. The backbone structure affects the N–C–N bond angle and, thus, the basicity 
of the NHC lone pair; the molecules in each column of Figure 3.1 are arranged in order of 
expected increasing bond angle and basicity.29-30 See Table 3.1 for N–C–N bond angles for 
NHCs bound to gold. 
 
Table 3.1. Calculated N–C–N Bond Angles (°) for Isolated NHC Moleculesa and After 
Interacting with Au(111). These values were calculated by Dr. Alexander Hyla. Reprinted 
with permission from ref.34. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
NHC Isolated Carbene Carbene on Gold 
iPr2bimy 104.2 106.4 
IiPr 109.7 104.5 
SIiPr 106.6 108.8 
IDipp 101.4 101.5 
SIDipp 105.9 105.9 





Changing the N,N′-substituents can potentially impact both electronic and steric 
properties; N,N′-dialkyl NHCs are expected to have higher Brønsted basicities than 
their N,N′-diaryl analogues;29-30 however, because out of plane twisting of aryl moieties 
can reduce steric interactions with an atom bound to the carbene lone pair, this does not 
necessarily translate to higher nucleophilicity, Lewis basicity, or electron-donating 
strength as a ligand.30, 37 On the other hand, in the present study, 2,6-diisopropylphenyl 
substituents might be expected to impair the ability of the lone pair to interact with a planar 
Au surface. We note that iPr2bimy and IDipp were among the examples used to modify Au 
by Crudden et al.23 
3.2.1 XPS Characterization and Molecular Coverage 
Since the NHCs have substituents with varying degrees of steric bulk and 
orientation with respect to the surface, the absolute molecular coverage may vary among 
the different modified surfaces. Coverage has been shown to play a significant role in the 
WF modification ability of a surface modifier.38-39 Plasma-treated Au surfaces were 
modified under inert atmosphere by dipping in 2 mM THF solutions of the NHC for 24 h, 
and then the surface composition of the samples was investigated using XPS.  
N 1s ionizations are observed for the modified surfaces at binding energies of ca. 
400–402 eV, consistent with other reports of NHCs on planar gold,20, 24-25 In the case of 
6Dipp two distinct N signals are seen; the reason for this is unclear, but the lower binding 
energy signal may arise from NHC molecules that are oriented differently to the majority 
on the surface, to NHC molecules in a second layer on the surface, and/or from X-ray 
damage to the surface (since the low cross-section for N 1s ionization and the low nitrogen 
coverage for these molecules necessitates the use of long acquisition times). The third 
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possibility is supported by the low-BE feature appearing at similar BE to that of the 
decomposition product obtained by extensive air exposure of SIDipp-modified Au (see 
Figure 3.8) and with NHC adhering to the surface. Moreover, the intensity of the N 1s 
signal (and the N 1s/Au 4f intensity ratio) indicates that the smaller NHCs (a, b) more 
densely cover the surface than the larger ones (c–e) (Figure 3.2). 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Representative XPS N 1s spectra for NHCs on Au. Reprinted with permission 
from ref.34. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 
Table 3.2 summarizes the molecular footprint for each geometry-optimized NHC 
in the calculations, the ideal absolute close-packed, noninteracting coverage value (in 
molecules cm–2) from the calculated footprint (Figure 3.3b), the experimental absolute 
coverage as estimated from XPS N/Au ratios (see 3.4.4), and the percentage ideal 
monolayer values obtained from the comparison of experimental coverage compared to 
those calculated for a full monolayer. As in the experimental data, the calculated molecular 
footprints suggest the coverage attainable should depend on the N,N′-substituents, with the 
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bulkier NHCs with bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl) substituents being present at one-half to 
one-third the coverage of the diisopropyl-substituted NHCs.  
 
Table 3.2. Calculated and Experimental Coverages for NHCs on Gold. The calculated 
values were performed by Dr. Alexander Hyla. Reprinted with permission from ref.34. 




Figure 3.3. Left: Representative footprint of an NHC (IDipp) on a Au(111) surface from 
DFT calculations. Right: Comparison of experimental and calculated footprints for 
different NHCs. The left image was made by Dr. Alexander Hyla and the calculated areas 
in the right plot was provided by Dr. Alexander Hyla as well. Reprinted with permission 
from ref.34. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 Footprint / Å2  Coverage / 1014 molecule cm–2  
NHC Calcd  Exptla  Idealb Exptlc % Ideal 
Monolayerd 
iPr2bimy 29.4 30 ± 6  3.40 3.3 ± 0.6  99 
IiPr 29.5 33 ± 6  3.39 3.0 ± 0.5 89 
SIiPr 29.5 e  3.39 e e 
IDipp 78.1 65 ± 15  1.28 1.5 ± 0.3 121 
SIDipp 83.0 78 ± 11  1.21 1.3 ± 0.2 106 
6Dipp 80.7 72 ± 13  1.24 1.4 ± 0.3 112 
a The experimental footprint given is the reciprocal of the coverage. b Estimated as the reciprocal of the 
calculated footprint. Note that the footprint (Figure 3.3) is based on an ellipse, which cannot be 
tessellated to fully cover the surface; however, this overlooks the possibility of overlap of the 
substituents of neighboring ellipses through interlocking of alkyl substituents. c Experimental average 
coverage estimated from XPS data; the error bars are estimated based on spot-to-spot variation of XPS 
peaks, but do not take into account approximations made in converting XPS ratios to atomic ratios. d 
Percentage ideal monolayer given by 100% × experimental coverage / ideal coverage. e Not measured. 
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The results also show that the experimental estimated coverages are rather close to 
that estimated for complete monolayers at 89–121% and track fairly linearly (Figure 3.3b). 
This suggests that the NHCs are tightly packed and, therefore, leave little room for 
contaminants to interact with the surface. We note that the experimental coverage estimated 
here for iPr2bimy is very similar to that previously estimated for a ferrocene-functionalized 
iPr2bimy derivative on Au ((3.5 ± 0.5) × 10
14 molecules cm–2) using electrochemistry.23 
3.2.2 UPS Characterization and Work function Modification 
The WFs of bare and NHC-modified Au were measured using UPS in vacuum as 
well as using KP under nitrogen in ambient pressure conditions.  
 
Table 3.3. Experimental and Calculated Work functionsa for Gold Surfaces Modified with 
NHCs (eV). DFT values are from Dr. Alexander Hyla. Reprinted with permission from 
ref.34. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 
 UPS  Kelvin Probe  DFT 








none 5.17 ± 
0.13 
n/a  5.07 ± 
0.11 
n/a  5.17 n/a n/a n/a n/a 








 3.90 –1.27 –1.00 0.01 –0.27 








 3.84 –1.33 –0.88 0.01 –0.44 
SIiPr d d  d d  3.77 –1.40 –0.90 0.01 –0.51 








 4.13 –1.04 –0.54 0.01 –0.48 








 4.23 –0.94 –0.43 0.01 –0.50 








 4.11 –1.06 –0.47 0.01 –0.56 
a UPS and KP data acquired at the coverages given in Table 1; DFT values calculated at a constant 
coverage of 5.81 × 1013 molecules cm–2. b ΔΦ  = Φ(mod. Au) – Φ(bare Au). c See Equation 3.1 and text 





Figure 3.4. Plot showing experimental (UPS) and calculated work functions for bare and 
NHC-modified Au surfaces. The error bars are the standard deviations of samples over 




Figure 3.5. Work function values measured by Kelvin Probe under nitrogen for unmodified 
and NHC-modified Au substrates (modified using same procedure as UPS samples, as 
described in the experimental section). Reprinted with permission from ref.34. Copyright 
2017 American Chemical Society. 
 
Both measurement techniques indicate large WF reductions after NHC 













































insensitive to the choice of NHC; UPS indicates WF values of ca. 3.3–3.5 eV and KP values 
of ca. 3.8–4.0 eV for all the NHCs examined. 
3.2.3 Air Stability 
The WF reductions are larger than those typically obtained using alkanethiolates8-
10 and comparable to those obtained using PEI or PEIE,6 or solution doping with 
(IrCp*Cp)2.
4 Exposure to air leads to an increase in WF; this is not surprising since low-
WF surfaces, including those of intrinsically low-WF metals and of dimer-doped ITO and 
Au,4-5 but notably not those of PEI- and PEIE-modified substrates,6 are often air-sensitive, 
presumably due to electron transfer to atmospheric O2 and/or water, and since free NHCs 
are also oxidized in air.40  
Over 7 days in air the WF of SIDipp-modified gold increases to ca. 4.8 eV, close 
to that of bare gold. However, after 24 h exposure to air, the WF values for gold modified 
with various NHCs were only reduced to ca. 4.0 eV according to UPS, i.e., comparable to 
values for alkanethiolate-modified gold in inert atmosphere8-10 (Table 3.4).  
 
Table 3.4. Work function Values (eV) for NHC-Modified Surfaces Exposed to Ambient 
Conditions and Measured Using UPS. Reprinted with permission from ref.34. Copyright 
2017 American Chemical Society. 
NHC Φ after 4 min air 
exposure 
Φ after 24 h air 
exposure 
Φair – Φinita Φ after 7 d air 
exposure 
none – – – 5.02 ± 0.04 
iPr2bimy – 3.94 ± 0.07 0.53 ± 0.17 – 
IiPr – 3.80 ± 0.13 0.51 ± 0.15 – 
IDipp – 3.94 ± 0.08 0.64 ± 0.26 – 
SIDipp 4.00 ± 0.07 3.97 ± 0.02 0.45 ± 0.09 4.77 ± 0.09 
6Dipp – 3.95 ± 0.16 0.53 ± 0.30 – 





The urea and amide shown in Figure 3.6 are possible products of oxidation and 
hydrolysis, respectively, of IiPr (and are calculated using DFT to result in WF reductions 
of 1.00 and 0.80 eV vs. bare gold, i.e. higher WFs than IiPr). 
 
 
Figure 3.6. Structures of possible NHC decomposition products of IiPr. Reprinted with 
permission from ref.34. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 
Figure 3.7 shows XPS spectra of NHC-modified Au before and after air exposure 
for 4 min. However, no evidence for these species is found using XPS (Figure 3.7) 




Figure 3.7. XPS spectra of the C 1s peak components for IiPr on Au a) after storage under 
inert conditions and b) after exposure to ambient conditions for 4 min. The spectra are very 
similar and were both fitted using two Gaussians (at 285.1 and 286.4 eV); no new 
component assignable to C=O is observed; c) O 1s peak before and after exposure 
(presumably due to adventitious O-containing species), which shows a good overlap and 
no new components attributable to C=O or to additional surface oxide or hydroxide species. 




The O 1s spectra for before and after also shows no change to the overall peak size 
as shown by the good overlap of the two trials (Figure 3.7). Thus, the XPS is not sufficiently 
sensitive enough to enable us to determine the mechanism by which the WF is raised on 
exposure to air. 
Figure 3.8 shows XPS spectra for SIDipp-modified Au before and after 7 days air 
exposure; in this case there is a marked change increase in the O 1s signal (also see Table 
3.5) and a shift in the O 1s peak to lower BE and a change in the appearance of the N 1s 
ionization. These data suggest clear chemical changes on air exposure, but both C 1s and 
O 1s spectra are clearly are again inconsistent with the presence of C=O groups (the O 1s 
being typically seen at BE values of ca. 533 eV). 
 
 
Figure 3.8. XPS spectra of (from left) C 1s, N 1s, and O 1s peaks for SIDipp on Au before 
and after exposure to ambient conditions for 7 days. All three ionizations shift to markedly 
lower BE and the O coverage increases; however, these changes are inconsistent with 
formation of C=O groups. Reprinted with permission from ref.34. Copyright 2017 








Table 3.5. Quantification of XPS O 1s Peaks Before and After Air Exposure for NHC-




On the other hand, the WFs (tested for IDipp-, SIDipp-, and 6Dipp-modified gold) 
showed only slight increases over 2–7 days of storage in a N2-filled glovebox (Figure 3.9). 
Note that the increases may in part have been due to contaminants that may have been 
present within the glovebox and in part due to repeated handling of the samples for 
measurement. 
 
Figure 3.9. WF Retention Test (Using UPS) after 2 Days and 7 Days of Storage under 
Nitrogen Gas. Reprinted with permission from ref.34. Copyright 2017 American Chemical 
Society. 
 
NHC  O 1s / Au 4f ratio 
before air exposure 
O 1s / Au 4f ratio after 
7 d air exposure  
none 0.30 ± 0.04 0.36 ± 0.03 
iPr2bimy 0.30 ± 0.09 – 
IiPr 0.13 ± 0.04 – 
IDipp 0.20 ± 0.09 – 
SIDipp 0.18 ± 0.02 0.37 ± 0.03 




3.2.4 Comparison with DFT Results 
WF values were also calculated using DFT (Figure 3.4 and Table 3.3). The WF of 
the bare Au(111) surface was calculated to be 5.17 eV, in excellent agreement with the 
UPS results obtained here and previous values obtained by experiments and calculations 
in the literature.3-4, 42-45 The DFT WF values for the NHC-modified gold do not agree so 
well with experiment as those for bare Au. For IiPr-modified Au, the value at a coverage 
of 2.32 × 1014 molecules cm–2, close to that found experimentally, is ca. 2.5 eV, i.e., 
considerably lower than the experimental value; this discrepancy could arise from 
limitations of the computational method, from effects on the experimental values of 
impurities in the glovebox atmosphere and/or NHC solution, and/or effects of variations in 
NHC binding. For the full range of NHCs the WF values shown in Figure 3.4 and Table 
3.3 were calculated at one-fourth of this coverage, i.e., 5.81 × 1013 molecules cm–2. These 
values are higher than the experimental values but are consistent with experiment in that 
they indicate little dependence of WF on the structure of the heterocyclic core, at least for 
a given N,N′-substitution pattern.  
On the other hand, the calculations suggest that, at equal coverage, the bulkier 
bis(diisopropylphenyl) species should lead to slightly smaller WF reductions than their 
diisopropyl analogues, whereas experimentally (where the bulkier examples exhibit lower 
coverages) little difference is seen; however, as discussed below, ΔΦ arises from the 
interplay of different contributions, the relative importance of which varies between 
different NHCs. The discrepancy whereby DFT values ΔΦ are lower for Dipp than iPr 
species, but experimental values that are similar may result from limitations in 
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quantitatively reproducing some of these contributions, but may also result from the 
different dependencies of these different contributions on coverage (see below). 
Table 3.3 also decomposes the contributions to ΔΦ of the NHC-modified Au using 
a scheme similar to that discussed extensively in our previous work:39, 46  
∆Φ =  ∆𝑉int. dip. + ∆𝑉mol. + ∆𝑉geom Equation 3.1 
where ΔVint dip is the contribution of the dipole formed at the immediate interface between 
molecular layer and surface due to charge transfer through coordination of the Lewis basic 
NHC nonbonding electron pair to the surface, the “cushion” effect47-48 (corresponding to 
the push-back of the electronic density spilling from the clean metal surface), and other 
charge reorganization; ΔVmol is the electrostatic potential energy change across an isolated 
molecular layer in vacuum; and ΔVgeom is the WF change of the bare surface due to the 
geometric relaxations that take place when interacting with the NHC molecules. The 
variation in these quantities is discussed in more detail in the following section. Figure 
3.4 also includes, as a model for PEI- and PEIE-modified Au,6 the DFT-calculated WF for 
Au modified with EtNH2 at the same coverage as the NHCs; this suggests that the WF 
reduction per modifier molecule is larger for NHCs than that for the amine (of course, it 
must be borne in mind that the density of amines in PEI- or PEIE-modified Au is potentially 
much higher than that of NHCs in the monolayers studied here). 
3.2.4.1 Origin of Work function Modification 
The breakdown of DFT-calculated contributions to ΔΦ given in Table 3.3 suggests 
that ΔVgeom is not a significant factor and thus that ΔΦ is dominated by ΔVint. dip and ΔVmol. 
For a given set of N,N′-substituents, the magnitude of ΔVmol increases with the expected 
N–C–N angle (Figure 3.1) and Brønsted basicity, while variation in ΔVint dip is less 
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straightforward. More interestingly, this breakdown suggests qualitative differences 
between, on the one hand, the small NHCs, with iPr substituents, for which (at 5.81 × 
1013 molecules cm–2) the majority of ΔΦ is from ΔVint dip, and, on the other hand, the bulkier 
NHCs, with Dipp substituents. In the latter cases, the magnitudes of the ΔVint dip values are 
lower, and those of ΔVmol larger than for the iPr species, resulting in approximately equal 
contributions to ΔΦ from interface and molecular dipoles at these coverages. It is worth 
noting that although the magnitudes of both ΔVint dip and ΔVmol are expected to increase 
with coverage, previous work on other modified surfaces suggests that neither should do 
so linearly, due to enhanced depolarization effects within densely packed dipole 
layers;39 indeed, comparison of two different coverages of IiPr (Table 3.3) shows that 
ΔVmol is more strongly coverage dependent, being almost tripled when the coverage is 
increased by a factor of 4, whereas ΔVint dip is not even doubled, so that both contributions 
are approximately equal at near-experimental coverage. 
 
 
Figure 3.10. Optimized structures and plane-averaged change in charge density (Δρ) for 
(a) IiPr (b) IDipp (c) SIiPr and (d) SIDipp. Negative corresponds to an increased positive 
charge relative to the bare gold and isolated NHCs, whereas positive corresponds to 
increased negative charge. These plots were made by Dr. Alexander Hyla. Reprinted with 
permission from ref.34. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
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Figure 3.10 shows the plane-averaged electron charge-density difference Δρ, for 
IiPr, IDipp, SIiPr, and SIDipp along with the optimized geometries. The charge-density 
difference was calculated by subtracting from the charge density of the combined NHC-
Au system the charge density of each component (NHC and Au) at the geometry it is 
calculated to have after interaction with the other component. Each system shows 
reorganization of charge density at the interface between the top of the gold and the NHC 
modifier above, but with larger changes in charge density for the IiPr system, consistent 
with the larger ΔVint dip contribution. As mentioned above, this interface dipole results from 
Ccarbene–Au bonding, the “cushion” effect, and overall charge re-distribution at the 
interface. Examination of the optimized geometries of the NHC-modified surfaces, as well 
as of the evolution of the Bader partial atomic charges,49 for the carbene carbon atoms on 
Au and isolated from the surface (considering the same relaxed geometry) explains the 
much lower magnitudes of ΔVint dip for the Dipp NHCs (Table 3.6 and Figure 3.10). 
 
Table 3.6. DFT Calculated Parameters Relating to the Au-NHC Interaction. These 
calculations were by Dr. Alexander Hyla. Reprinted with permission from ref.34. Copyright 
2017 American Chemical Society. 
 








 Totala Dispersionb 
iPr2bimy 2.14  0.41 0.21  -2.84 -1.33 
IiPr 2.12  0.40 0.19  -2.87 -1.27 
SIiPr 2.14  0.47 0.26  -2.88 -1.30 
IDipp 4.11  0.26 0.24  -2.34 -2.51 
SIDipp 4.54  0.33 0.32  -1.87 -2.18 




The carbene carbon of the iPr NHCs is clearly coordinated to a Au atom, which, in 
the relaxed geometry, is slightly displaced from the metal surface; the displacements and 
the Au–C distances for the iPr series are comparable with those calculated in previous 
studies of NHC monolayers with similarly sized N,N′-substituents,23, 27, 33, 50 and are similar 
to typical bond lengths in NHC AuI complexes.51-52 On the other hand, the carbene carbons 
of the bulky Dipp NHCs are located at very long, nonbonded distances from the nearest 
gold atom. In a previous computational study of comparably bulky NHCs on Au a Ccarbene—
Au distance of 2.04 Å was obtained; however, the computational model involved 
placement of a single Au atom on the Au surface.25 A very recent work27 also invokes such 
“ballbot”-like structures in which the NHC is bound to a single “adatom”, not only for 
bulky NHCs such as IDipp but also for playing a role in the surface diffusion of 1,3-
dimethyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-imidazol-2-ylidene on Au. 
Consistent with the difference in geometries, the Bader charges indicate a 
significant increase in positive charge density on the carbene carbons of the NHCs with iPr 
substituents on binding to Au, consistent with charge transfer to the surface; on the other 
hand, for the NHCs with Dipp substituents, the Bader charges on the carbene carbon atoms 
are essentially the same as in the isolated molecules, which implies that ΔVint dip in the Dipp 
series arises only from the “cushion” effect47-48 and charge re-distributions at the interface. 
Given (i) the experimental evidence, both in our work and that of others, that bulky 
carbenes do bind to gold and (ii) the calculated geometries and Bader charges that indicate 
negligible Ccarbene—Au covalent bonding, we were interested in examining why these 
carbenes with Dipp substituents even bind to the surface. Calculations show that the 
dispersion energy gained when Dipp-substituted NHCs bind to gold are, on average, 2.3 
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eV, whereas the iPr-substituted NHCs only gain 1.3 eV from dispersion interactions on 
binding to Au (see Table 3.6). Thus, the increased van der Waals interactions in the Dipp-
substituted NHCs, presumably arising from the larger substituents, essentially compensate 
for the stabilization obtained when the iPr NHCs form a covalent bond between the lone 
pair of the carbene carbon and the surface. 
3.2.5 Electrode Behavior 
Low-WF materials are generally expected to behave as more effective electron-
injecting electrodes than high-WF materials. For example, PEIE-coated Au has previously 
been shown to afford lower threshold-voltage values and higher electron-mobility values 
than bare gold when applied as the source and drain electrodes in n-channel organic field-
effect transistors.6 To examine whether NHC-modified Au behaves in a similar way, diode-
like devices with the structures Au (150 nm, with or without modification)/C60 (100 
nm)/MoOx (10 nm)/Ag (150 nm) were fabricated. SIDipp-modified Au was used for these 
experiments and, in addition to bare gold, Au modified with spin-coated PEIE was used as 
a comparison material with similar WF (3.4 eV, UPS).6 As shown in Figure 3.11 (and 
Figure 3.12), SIDipp-modified and PEIE-modified devices gave rise to diode-like behavior 
with a higher rectification, which is indicative of improved electron injection from these 





Figure 3.11. Semi-logarithmic plots of J–V characteristics for diodes with Au (150 nm, 
with or without modification)/C60 (100 nm)/MoOx (10 nm)/Ag (150 nm). This plot was 
from Felipe Larrain of the Bernard Kippelen group. Reprinted with permission from ref.34. 
Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 
The highest rectification ratio (at ±1 V) for a SIDipp-modified device was 
determined to be 6 × 103. (78: text) The SIDipp–Au devices show less straightforward 
behavior than the bare Au and PEIE-modified Au devices. The control devices can be 
reasonably well modeled as the superposition of a leakage current and diode behavior, 
whereas that of SIDipp-Au devices cannot. The magnitude of the leakage current is 
expected to be symmetrical for positive and negative voltages, that of the apparent leakage 
current for the SIDipp devices is not; the reason for this is unclear but may arise from a 
SIDipp monolayer that is not completely uniform, leading to effectively two diodes in 





Figure 3.12. Semi-logarithmic plots of J-V characteristics showing sample-to-sample 
variations for devices with structure Au(with or without modification)/C60 (100 nm)/MoO3 
(10 nm)/Ag (150 nm) using a) unmodified Au, b) PEIE-modified Au, and c) SIDipp-
modified Au. The yield for PEIE modified devices was 93% and for SIDipp modified 
devices 40%. These plots are from Felipe Larrain of the Bernard Kippelen group. Reprinted 
with permission from ref.34. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
 
3.3 Conclusions 
NHCs are emerging as a flexible tool for materials scientists to impart functionality 
to metal surfaces,20 but the accompanying effect of these modifiers on the metal WF has 
only been so far addressed in one computational study.33 Here we have experimentally 
demonstrated that NHC modification of Au surfaces results in large reductions in WF 
relative to unmodified gold, larger than those achieved with alkanethiolates and 
comparable to the effects of PEIE or solution-processed reducing organometallic dimers. 




DFT calculations indicate very different interactions between the carbene and the 
gold for these two classes of NHCs. For the former, the carbene carbon atom is covalently 
bound to a gold atom, with the associated charge re-distribution making a significant 
contribution to the interface dipole. In the latter, the interface dipole is smaller, but, to some 
extent, compensated by a larger molecular dipole. 
In C60 diodes, NHC-modified Au acts as an effective electron-injecting electrode, 
behaving similarly to PEIE-modified Au, albeit with lower air stability. Therefore, NHC-
modified Au electrodes may be useful in applications where low-WF electrodes are 
required, especially when additional functionality, besides low WF, is desired given the 
synthetic flexibility of NHCs and recent demonstrations of their use in attaching a variety 





diisopropyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-imidazol-2-ylidene (IiPr),54 and 1,3-bis(2,6-
diisopropylphenyl)-1,3-dihydro-2H-imidazol-2-ylidene (IDipp)55-56 were synthesized 
according to the literature. 1,3-Bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)imidazolidin-2-ylidene (SIDipp) 
was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 1,3-Bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)tetrahydropyrimidin-
2(1H)-ylidene (6Dipp) was synthesized according to adapted literature procedure, using 
NaHMDS instead of LiHMDS {HMDS = (Me3Si)2N}.
57 Synthesis and deposition of NHCs 
were carried out in a nitrogen-filled glovebox (<0.5 ppm water and <0.5 ppm oxygen). 
Solvents were deoxygenated by freeze-pump-thaw cycles prior to use. All NHCs except 
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for IiPr were synthesized by Dr. Chelsea Wyss and Abraham Jordan of the Joseph Sadighi 
group at Georgia Tech. 
3.4.2 Au Surface Cleaning and Modification 
Commercially available glass:Ti:Au slides (EMF Corp., Ithaca, NY, USA) were 
cut into 0.5 in. × 0.5 in. squares and sonicated in ethanol for 10 min, dried under a flow of 
nitrogen, and etched with oxygen plasma (OP) with a PE-50 XL Plasma System for 5 min 
prior to any additional surface treatment. The samples were transferred into a nitrogen-
filled glovebox for modification because both the free NHC and modified surfaces are air-
sensitive. Surfaces were immersed in 2 mM solutions of the free NHCs in freeze–pump–
thaw deoxygenated dry tetrahydrofuran (THF) for 24 h. They were rinsed with fresh THF 
(3 × 1 mL) and dried under a flow of nitrogen. Samples were immediately taken for X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy/ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS/UPS) analysis 
using a Kratos air-sensitive transporter 39-322 that couples with the transfer chamber of 
the Kratos Axis Ultra DLD XPS/UPS under a positive pressure of nitrogen. 
3.4.3 Surface Characterization 
3.4.3.1 UPS and XPS and KP 
All UPS and XPS measurements were conducted in a Kratos Axis Ultra 
spectrometer with an average base pressure of 10–9 Torr. UPS spectra were collected prior 
to XPS spectra with a 21.2 eV He (I) excitation and a pass energy of 5 eV using a 27 μm 
spot size. XPS spectra were collected with a monochromatic Al Kα source using a 400 μm 
spot size and a pass energy of 160 eV for survey acquisition and 20 eV for high-resolution 
spectra. XPS was performed with a normal takeoff angle (0°). Data were analyzed using 
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Vision Processing software 2.2.8. The binding energies of all XPS spectra were calibrated 
and normalized to the Au 4f line at 84.0 eV. The method for estimating the experimental 
coverage from XPS data is described in 3.4.4. KP WF data were obtained using a Besocke 
Delta Phi Kelvin probe system in a nitrogen atmosphere. The measurements were 
calibrated to a freshly cleaved highly ordered pyrolytic graphite sample with a known WF 
of 4.50 eV.58 All XPS, UP, and KP data points represent multiple samples scanned on 
multiple spots. 
3.4.3.2 Calculation Methodology 
This methodology detailed in this section was performed by Dr. Alexander Hyla. 
To describe the Au(111) surface, we used a repeated-slab approach. The lateral dimensions 
of the unit cells along the [112̅] and [11̅0] directions are 17.27 × 9.97 Å2, values taken from 
the experimental bulk lattice parameters.6, 59 We note here that the lattice parameters 
optimized at the DFT level with the PBE-D3 functional for bulk gold are very close to the 
experimental values.60 When one NHC molecule is in the unit cell, the molecular coverage 
is 5.81 × 1013 molecules cm–2. Each gold slab consists of five atomic layers with the bottom 
three layers frozen at the optimized crystal structure while the top two layers, and any 
molecular adsorbate, are allowed to relax over the course of geometry relaxations. The 
slabs are separated by a vacuum space larger than 20 Å. 
All surface calculations were carried out using the Vienna ab Initio Simulation 
Package (VASP).61-62 The calculations were performed with plane-wave basis sets with an 
energy cutoff of 400 eV; the projector augmented wave (PAW) method63 was used to 
describe the valence–core electron interactions. We chose the generalized gradient 
approximation (GGA) exchange-correlation functional of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof 
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(PBE),64-65 augmented by the empirical D3 dispersion correction of Grimme et al.66 in 
order to describe the nonspecific interactions of the NHCs with the metal surface. While 
PBE-D3 has deficiencies in describing reaction energies and geometries relative to more 
calculation-intensive methods,67 the PBE functional has been used to qualitatively describe 
charge-transfer systems, such as perylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylicdiimide,68 perylene-
3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylic dianhydride,69 and C60
70 on ZnO, as well as a charge-transfer 
complex of a carbazole–phosphonic acid bound to ITO.71 In these earlier works, the WF 
change and charge-transfer character were calculated and good agreement with 
experiments was reported.68-70  
In order to examine the extent of charge transfer in these NHC systems, Bader 
charges were evaluated49 (while it is difficult to assess the accuracy of atomic partial 
charges, these charges have an estimated error of less than 15%).72 A 2 × 2 × 1 Monkhorst–
Pack k-point grid was used for geometry optimizations for the unit cells both with and 
without NHC molecules, while a 6 × 6 × 1 Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid was used for self-
consistent total-energy calculations. The Methfessel and Paxton73 occupation scheme with 
a smearing of 0.1 eV was used for Brillouin zone integrations in the calculations. 
Geometry optimizations were performed using a damped molecular dynamics 
scheme until the forces were <0.03 eV Å–1.42 To compensate for possible dipole–dipole 
interactions between the asymmetric slabs, a dipole sheet was inserted into the vacuum 
gap. WFs (Φ) were calculated using the following definition: 
Φ =  𝑉𝑣𝑎𝑐. – 𝐸𝐹 Equation 3.2 
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where Vvac is the plane-averaged electrostatic potential energy of an electron in the vacuum 
region away from the slab, at a distance sufficiently far away that the potential energy has 
reached its asymptotic value, and where EF denotes the Fermi energy of the system. 
Gas-phase calculations of the carbenes were performed in the Gaussian 09 program 
suite.74 The carbene geometries were optimized and frequencies were calculated at the 
PBE/cc-pVTZ level.75 
3.4.3.3 Electrical Measurements 
The electrical measurements in this section were performed by Felipe Larrain of 
the Bernard Kippelen group. Glass substrates of 1 in. × 1 in. were cleaned in sequential 
ultrasonic baths (Branson 5510) of deionized water, acetone, and isopropanol (each for 30 
min at 30 °C). The Au bottom electrode (150 nm) was evaporated onto 1 in. × 1/2 in. of 
the glass substrates (with a mask) using a SPECTROS (Kurt J. Lesker) thermal evaporator 
with substrate rotation. For comparison, devices incorporating Au electrodes modified with 
PEIE were fabricated: PEIE solution (Sigma-Aldrich, 80% ethoxylated, Mw = 70000 g 
mol–1, 35–40 wt % in water) was diluted with 2-methoxyethanol to a concentration of 0.4 
wt % and magnetically stirred at room temperature (RT) for 12 h prior to use. The solution 
was dispensed onto the patterned Au substrates through 0.2 μm pore size PTFE filters and 
then spin-coated at a speed of 5000 rpm for 60 s at an acceleration of 928 rpm s–1. The 
spin-coated samples were then annealed at 100 °C for 10 min in air. NHC modifications 
were carried out in the glovebox as described above and transferred to the vacuum thermal 
evaporation system. The vacuum chamber was pumped down to a base pressure of 8.0 × 
10–8 Torr. C60 (100 nm), MoO3 (10 nm), and Ag (150 nm) were deposited sequentially 
through two different shadow masks on the unmodified, PEIE-modified, or NHC-modified 
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Au substrates, to complete the fabrication of organic diodes. The effective area of the 
diodes was 10.36 mm2. Current density–voltage (J–V) curves were measured in a nitrogen-
filled glovebox by using a Keithley 2400 source meter controlled by a LabVIEW program. 
3.4.4 Experimental Coverage Calculation Method 
XPS data (taken at normal detection angle) were corrected for photoionization 
cross-section and detector sensitivity. We assume that the surface N signal is not attenuated 
and so the intensity of the N 1s signal, corrected as described above, is directly proportional 
to the number of surface N atoms: 
𝐼N = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑁N Equation 3.3 
and, therefore, that the quantity in which we are interested, NN/A, the number for N atoms 
per unit area, is given by: 
𝑁N/A = 𝐼N/(𝑘 ∙ 𝐴) Equation 3.4 
We also assume that the Au signal is not attenuated by the surface modifier and only by 
other Au atoms. We furthermore assume that the Au signal is attenuated such that: 
𝐼Au(𝑡) = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑁Au(𝑡) ∙ 𝑒
−𝑡 𝜆Au⁄  Equation 3.5 
where IAu(t)/A is the contribution to the total Au 4f intensity from the Au atoms at depth t, 
N(t) is the number of Au atoms at depth t and Au is the mean free path for Au 4f 
photoelectrons. For Au 4f photoelectrons (for which the binding energy, BE, is ca. 86 eV) 
using Al K radiation (h = 1486 eV), the kinetic energy (KE), is ca. 1400 eV. The mean-
free path for photoelectrons with KE > 150 eV can be estimated using the expression  
 = B(KE)0.5 Equation 3.6 
where B for Au is 0.054 nm eV–0.5,76 giving a value of 2.02 nm for Au 4f. Since the mean-
free path is significantly larger than the lattice parameter of Au (a  b  c  4.079 Å; 
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90°) it is reasonable to treat Au has having a uniform continuous composition 
with the same number of Au atoms in any infinitesimal slice t and thus to write: 
𝐼Au(𝑡) 𝐴⁄ = 𝑘𝑁Au/𝑉 ∙ 𝛿𝑡 ∙ 𝑒
−𝑡/𝜆Au Equation 3.7 
where NAu/V  is the number of Au atoms per unit volume, which corresponds to 4 per face-
centered cubic unit cell, i.e. 4/(4.079)3 Å–3. The total Au intensity per unit area will be 
given integration of (Equation 3.7) from 0 (the surface) to T (the total Au film thickness); 
for T >> ca. 3 the value of this integral will very similar to that obtained by evaluating the 
integral from 0 to ∞. 










 Equation 3.9 
𝐼Au(total) 𝐴⁄ = 𝜆Au ∙ 𝑘 ∙ 𝑁Au 𝑉⁄  Equation 3.10 
which, inserting values of Auand NAu/V from above gives a value of  
𝐼Au(total) 𝐴⁄ = 𝑘 ∙ 1.19 Å
−2 = 𝑘 ∙ (1.19 × 1016 cm−2) Equation 3.11 
Combining (Equation 3.4) and (Equation 3.11):  
𝑁N/𝐴 = (𝐼N 𝐼Au(total)⁄ ) ∙ (1.19 × 10
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4.1 Literature Precedents 
4.1.1 Phosphorus Based Surface Modifiers 
As described in section 1.3.2, intrinsic dipoles of the interfacial materials and 
formation of surface interfacial dipoles can lead to vacuum-level shifting at the 
organic/electrode interface.1-3 Electron transporting interfacial layers such as non-fullerene 
oligomers,4 fullerene derivatives,5-6 and polymers,1, 7 typically contain a polar amine, 
phosphonate, or ethylene glycol group that contribute to the intrinsic and surface dipole. 
Of these functional groups, PO3H2 anchoring group containing SAMs have been widely 
used as on metal oxides.8-9 However, phosphine itself has rarely been utilized as a binding 
group / surface dipole contributor in interfacial layers. In 1998, Chung et al. reported on 
the use of 20–80 parts per billion (ppb) of phosphine and arsine gas to modify the 
workfunction of gold thin films.10 The authors noted a decrease to the workfunction with 
increased exposure time of the gases, measured by Kelvin Probe, and attribute the change 
to charge transfer from the hydrides to the gold surface through σ-bonding of the lone-
pairs. They believe that little to none of the bonding mechanism is due to π-back donation 
from the metal because the LUMO of PH3 is too high to interact efficiently with the d 
orbital of gold. 
4.1.1.1 Phosphine Oxide Based Materials 
 The first phosphine oxide (PO) based host material was introduced in 2006 for blue 
phosphorescent organic light emitting diodes (PHOLEDs),11 and afterwards a series of 
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phosphine oxide based materials with carbazole and fluorene, among other, cores have 
been synthesized and utilized as well (Figure 4.1).12-14 The PO derivatives have been used 
as electron transport materials in PHOLEDs, OLEDs, and OPVs.15-20 Incorporating these 




Figure 4.1. Examples of PO and PS based materials used as host and electron transport 
materials in PHOLEDs and OPVs.11-13, 21 
 
4.1.1.2 Phosphine Sulfide Based Materials 
Most of the studies on the phosphine-sulfide (PS) unit have been in coordination 
chemistry as ligand donor atoms in gold, palladium, and other metal complexes.22-24 The only 
example of this PS unit used in materials chemistry is by Jeon et al. in SPPS, a spirobifluorene 
based phosphine sulfide electron injection/collection modification material for OPVs, 
which slightly improved the efficiency compared with a device without it (Figure 4.1).21 
The authors studied the binding between SPPS and gold by depositing a thin layer (0.2 nm) of 
Au on SPPS film and analyzing by XPS. They observed two new peak components positioned 
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at 0.6 eV towards higher binding energy (BE) in the S 2p, in addition to the ones from pure 
SPPS. They attribute this shift to bond formation, claiming that it is in line with results from 
thiol adsorbed gold studies. However, it is known that the S 2p BE of alkane thiols on gold 
actually decreases from 163.5 eV (unbound) to 162 eV (bound).25-27 A shift in this 
direction, lower BE, indicates that there is more electron density on the sulfur upon 
coordination to gold, as would be the case for bond formation as –SH is converted to S–. 
They also claim that they observed new peak components shifted towards higher BE in the 
Au 4f peak. This would imply that Au becomes somewhat oxidized, meaning electron 
density is transferred to S, but this contradicts their observed shifts in the S 2p BE. 
The sulfur from phosphine sulfides are different from thiols/sulfides in that (in 
general) the former are sp2 hybridized and the latter are sp3 hybridized. Therefore, bond 
formation with the sp2 electrons from the PS group should lead to less electron density on 
S, which could explain the observation of Jeon et al. in the higher BE shift.21 Phosphine 
sulfides, like phosphine oxides, can also be used to reduce the basicity of phosphines, when 
installed nearby, because they are strongly inductively withdrawing, which Fahrni and 
coworkers have demonstrated in a recent study of phosphine-sulfide phosphine (PSP) 
ligands for probing biological Cu(I).28 Their ligands are designed to chelate Cu(I) with both 
the phosphine and PS units in a multidentate fashion, and have shown high binding 
affinities to copper.28  
Despite this demonstrated affinity of the PSP ligands to Cu(I), due to the previously 
reported P=S on planar Au interaction, and their intrinsic chelation ability, PSP ligands 
were of interest to test their effects on planar Au. PSP ligands (and one fully sulfurized PS 
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ligand) were synthesized by Dr. Thomas Morgan, referenced above from the Christoph 
Fahrni group at Georgia Tech and donated for study on planar gold surfaces.28 
4.2 Selection of Phosphines 
Of the selection of published and unpublished PSP ligands that the Fahrni group 
developed, the simpler aliphatic PSPs were selected for study.  
 
 
Figure 4.2. Structure of phosphine sulfide phosphines (PSP) and phosphine sulfide (PS) for 
study. The atoms are color coded. 
 
These include the published PSP-1 and PSP-2, in addition to unpublished PSP-3 
and PS-3 (Figure 4.2).28 PSP-1 is symmetric about the central phosphorus atom with three 
PS units separated by methylene spacers; the basicity of the phosphine is reduced by three 
PS units. PSP-2 is an EDTA-like PSP with the basicity of each phosphine reduced by only 
two PS units. PSP-3, is similar to PSP-1 but has two methylene spacers and one ethylene 
spacer; the placement of one of the PS units farther away from P would make this 
compound slightly more basic than PSP-1. Finally, PS-3 is the fully sulfurized version of 
PSP-3 and consists of only PS units and no phosphine core. This compound was designed 
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to isolate the activity of phosphine-sulfide in binding and/or work function (WF) 
modification. 
4.3 Analysis of Modified Au Surfaces 
4.3.1 Coverage and Work function Analysis of Phosphine-Sulfide Phosphines 
This chapter aims to determine the coverage in terms of thickness of modified 
surfaces under different conditions and the subsequent work function modification, in 
addition to determining the effect of phosphorus versus phosphine-sulfide in binding and 
work function change. The details for the determination of thickness are described in 2.4.4. 
The assumptions in these calculations are that for the overlayer, the inelastic mean free 
path (IMFP) is 3 nm and density of 1 g/cm–3. Note that if the actual density (or IMFP) is 
larger than this assumption, then the computed thicknesses in this study have been 
overestimated (underestimated) and vice versa. The known values used for gold are IMFP 
of 2.02 nm, density of 19.32 g/cm–3, and MW 196.97 amu. The S/P ratio was used as a 
metric to determine the accuracy of the background subtraction relative to S and P. The 
expected ratio for PSP-1 and PSP-3 is 0.75, for PSP-2 is 0.67, and for PS-3 is 1. 
Due to the conformational flexibility of the compounds from multiple aliphatic 
chains, and without calculations to determine the orientation and conformation of binding 
to planar Au surfaces, elucidation to the binding orientation and footprints were not made. 
Initial attempts to do so were abandoned and for future work, collaboration with a 
theoretical chemist who can model the effect of the PSP/PS surface modifiers should be 
pursued to gain useful information that would bolster this study. 
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Two methods were utilized to deposit the surface modifiers. In the first section, the 
results from spin coated substrates will be presented, followed by the results from 
immersed substrates in terms of thicknesses and work function modification. 
4.3.1.1 PSP and PS modified Au from Spin Coating 
Several tests were performed to determine whether the phosphine sulfides could 
form monolayers on the surface of Au. It was originally determined through spin coating 
from 2 mM solutions of PSPs that there was a change to the WF of Au greater than what 
would be expected from merely a “push-back” effect (Table 4.1). 
 
Table 4.1. Work function (by UPS), elemental ratios, and thicknesses found by XPS of 
PSP/PS modified gold surfaces from spin coating in 2 mM chloroform solutions. 
Compound WF (eV)a [P/Au]a [S/Au]a [S/P]a Thickness (nm)a 
OP Aub 4.93 ± 0.03 – – – 0 
PSP-1 4.30 ± 0.01 0.16 ± 0.01 0.12 ± 0.01 0.75 ± 0.01 2.0 ± 0.1 
PSP-2 4.06 ± 0.03 1.16 ± 0.11 0.75 ± 0.07 0.65 ± 0.01 6.1 ± 0.2 
PSP-3 4.02 ± 0.01 0.59 ± 0.01 0.44 ± 0.00 0.75 ± 0.01 4.5 ± 0.0 
PS-3 4.00 ± 0.01 2.06 ± 0.09 1.98 ± 0.08 0.96 ± 0.00 8.0 ± 0.1 
a Standard deviations are of sample to sample variations. 
b OP Au was spin coated with chloroform as a control of the effect of chloroform.  
 
The WF of Au modified with the PSP and PS compounds were reduced by at least 
0.63 eV. Au modified with PSP-1 was 4.3 eV but for PSP-2, PSP-3 and PS-3, was 4.0 eV. 
Not only is PSP-1 presumably the least basic of the three PSP compounds, but it has the 
least flexibility of the PS groups to simultaneously interact with a planar surface, which 
was an intentional design for its original purpose, which was to be a metal ion chelator. On 
planar surfaces however, since the PS groups in PSP-1 are spaced by only a methylene 
unit, if the PS is contributing to binding and/or work function reducing from a negative 
dipole towards the surface, then PSP-2, which has an ethylene spacer, would be more 
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suitable for this type of interaction. This may be the reason for the 0.24 eV difference in 
measured WF.  
Another rationale is that the P/Au ratio for PSP-3 is much higher (0.59) than for 
PSP-1 (0.16), which implies that PSP-3 coated the surface with a greater thickness than 
PSP-1, since the volumes of the two compounds are similar (difference of –CH2–). It may 
be that higher thickness leads to greater reduction in WF. However, PSP-2, PSP-3, and PS-
3 had similar WF but different thicknesses. This could imply that after a certain thickness, 
the orientation of the P and PS groups may be random and lead to depolarization effects, 
where dipoles cancel and the mere presence of more surface modifier on the surface may 
not lead to a positive additive effect. 
The P 2p and S 2p core level spectra obtained from high resolution scans of the 
surfaces are displayed in Figure 4.3. P 2p and S 2p have closely spaced spin-orbit 
components (Δ = 0.87 eV and 1.16 eV, respectively). Thus, the overlapping two peaks in 
Figure 4.3a at 133.3 eV and 132.4 eV for all spectra correspond to 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 and these 
peaks correspond to the S from the phosphine sulfide unit. The minor peak at 131 eV, most 
prominent in PSP-2, and not present in PS-3, in turn, corresponds to the phosphine 
phosphorus. The two peaks in Figure 4.3a at 163.2 eV and 162 eV for all spectra correspond 
to 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 and there is only one type of sulfur in the chemical structure of the surface 
modifiers. The signals in Figure 4.3 may or may not be representing S interaction with Au, 
however, due to the thickness of the films, this type of interaction would consist of a small 
fraction of the total peak intensity. According to these spectra, films of greater than 2 nm, 





Figure 4.3. Representative XPS spectra of P 2p and S 2p from the modified-surfaces by 
spin coating from 2 mM solutions in chloroform. The plots were background subtracted 
and overlapped. The core energy levels are indicated on each plot. 
 
 Thus, this first study demonstrate that the work function of gold could be lowered 
by the PSP and PS compounds, but the robustness of the surface modifiers to washing 
conditions were not tested and the thicknesses of the films are potentially too thick to be 
useful as surface modifiers for electronic applications. Therefore, the next section describes 
investigations of surfaces modified from immersion and washing. 
4.3.1.2 PSP and PS modified Au from Immersion 
To achieve monolayers, a series of tests were conducted changing solvents, 
immersion times, and washing conditions. First, chloroform solutions of 2 mM PSP-3 were 
prepared and used to immerse clean gold substrates for 10 min, 1 h, and 3 h, followed by 
sonication for 1 min. The work function of all the resulting films, P/Au ratios, and 
thicknesses were similar at ca. 4.5 eV from these conditions. From the conditions listed in 
Table 4.1, a P/Au ratio of 0.59 gave rise to a modified-gold WF of 4.0 eV for PSP-3, 
whereas from the conditions in Table 4.2, a P/Au ratio of 0.06 led to a WF of 4.3 eV. This 
indicates that even with a tenfold difference in P/Au, the difference in WF is only 0.3 eV. 
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These results implied that in terms of density of surface modifiers, 10 min of immersion 
led to similar surface coverage as a 3 h immersion. These quantifications by XPS do not 
give physical information such as the topology of the surface however and film quality 
cannot be deduced from here. 
 
Table 4.2. Work function (by UPS), elemental ratios, and thicknesses found by XPS of 
PSP/PS modified gold surfaces from immersion in 2 mM solutions followed by washing. 
a P/Au and S/Au had sample to sample standard deviations of 0.00–0.01. 
b For the solvents, T stands for tetrahydrofuran (THF) and C stands for CHCl3. 
c Washing duration refers to sonication (S) or triple rinse (3x). 
 
 Washing conditions were also tested with substrates immersed in 2 mM PSP-3 in 
chloroform solutions for 10 min followed by sonication in fresh chloroform for 1 min, 10 
min, or rinsing three times with fresh solvent. Table 4.2 shows that triple rinse yielded the 
lowest work function at 4.19 eV and the smallest thickness at 1.2 nm. The difference in 
P/Au from 1 min of sonication to 10 min of sonication was only 0.01 and the difference in 
work function between a 10 min sonicated substrate and a triple rinsed substrate was within 
the standard deviation. Therefore, among the three conditions, 1 min sonication was 
selected as the optimized condition from these results, based on brevity of time in relation 







WF (eV) [P/Au]a [S/Au]a [S/P] 
Thickness 
(nm) 
PSP-3 (C) 10 min 1 min S 4.34 ± 0.00 0.06 0.04 0.75 ± 0.05 0.9 ± 0.1 
PSP-3 (C) 1 h 1 min S 4.39 ± 0.00 0.06 0.04 0.73 ± 0.01 0.9 ± 0.1 
PSP-3 (C) 3 h 1 min S 4.37 ± 0.00 0.07 0.05 0.72 ± 0.01 1.0 ± 0.1 
PSP-3 (C) 10 min 1 min S 4.29 ± 0.01 0.10 0.08 0.74 ± 0.01 1.5 ± 0.1 
PSP-3 (C) 10 min 10 min S 4.16 ± 0.04 0.09 0.07 0.75 ± 0.02 1.3 ± 0.0 
PSP-3 (C) 10 min 3x 4.19 ± 0.01 0.08 0.06 0.74 ± 0.04 1.2 ± 0.0 
PSP-1 (T) 10 min 1 min S 4.25 ± 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.77 ± 0.03 0.8 ± 0.0 
PSP-1 (T) 10 min 10 min S 4.32 ± 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.77 ± 0.02 0.8 ± 0.0 
PSP-1 (T) 10 min 3x 4.36 ± 0.04 0.06 0.04 0.79 ± 0.00 0.9 ± 0.0 
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 Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was considered as a potential solvent but only with PSP-1. 
Substrates were immersed 10 min followed by the same three washing conditions. In this 
case, 1 min sonication gave rise to the lowest work function at 4.25 eV. Therefore, though 
the compounds were very soluble in both chloroform and THF, a preference could not be 
determined and chloroform was selected due to its earlier use in 4.3.1.1. 
 From the above optimization studies, an immersion time of 10 min followed by 1 
min sonication with chloroform as the solvent was used to modify gold to yield thinner 
films, potentially monolayers (Table 4.3). First, it should be noted that unlike for the 
previous results, the S/P ratios, deviated significantly from the expected value for PSP-1 
because of poor signal:noise for the S 2p signal. This would imply that for these data, either 
the sulfur component was underestimated or the phosphorus component was 
overestimated, if 100% of the compound were still intact and there was no introduction of 
P or S containing contaminants. Given this caveat, the data in Table 4.3 can be analyzed. 
 
Table 4.3. Work function (by UPS), elemental ratios, and thicknesses found by XPS of 
PSP/PS modified gold surfaces from immersion for 10 min in 2 mM chloroform solutions 
followed by sonication for 1 min. 
a P/Au and S/Au had sample to sample standard deviations of 0.00–0.01. 
 
 The PSP compounds have similar P/Au ratios of 0.04–0.05, whereas PS-3 has a 
P/Au ratio of 0.09. These thin films also resulted in modest WF reductions in the mid-4 eV 
range. Despite the differences in MW among the compounds, the number of phosphorus 
per unit weight is similar, which is the variable used to determine thickness, and thus, 
2 mM 
(Solution) 





PSP-1 (CHCl3) 4.57 ± 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.65 ± 0.14 0.75 0.7 ± 0.1 
PSP-2 (CHCl3) 4.52 ± 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.69 ± 0.04 0.67 0.8 ± 0.0 
PSP-3 (CHCl3) 4.20 ± 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.72 ± 0.05 0.75 0.7 ± 0.1 
PS-3 (CHCl3) 4.40 ± 0.03 0.09 0.09 1.00 ± 0.03 1 1.4 ± 0.0 
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similar P/Au values indicate similar thicknesses. Comparing PSP-1, PSP-2, and PSP-3, 
given similar coverages, PSP-3 modified Au had the lowest WF of 4.2 eV compared with 
4.6 and 4.5 eV for PSP-1 and PSP-2, respectively. Although each phosphine in PSP-2 is 
more basic than one in PSP-3, PSP-3 has the longer and likely more flexible ethylene 
spacer. In this thinner film, the lower WF for PSP-3 suggests that the dipoles from PSP-3 
were collectively directed in the same direction more so than in PSP-1 or PSP-2, leading 
to a greater overall dipole. 
Modification with PSP-3 and PS-3 did not lead to the same thickness under these 
conditions so the results cannot be directly compared. However, there is twice as much PS-
3 on the surface than PSP-3 but the difference in WF is only 0.2 eV with PS-3 at the lower 
WF of 4.20 eV. Thus, it appears that a compound containing only PS groups may lead to a 
thicker film, but no drastic improvements to the WF reduction. This would in turn imply 
that the phosphine functionalities contribute non-trivially to the dipole and that PS units 
are responsible for binding to the surface. 
The plots in Figure 4.4 have not been background subtracted or normalized but 
rather zoomed in/out to similar peak maxima, so cannot be qualitatively compared as 
presented. While the shape and position of the P 2p peak is the same for all the compounds 
in these thinner films (a–d), the position appears to have shifted towards lower BE by 0.3–
0.6 eV (position at 131.8–132.1 eV) (compared to in 4.3.1.1). This means that binding to 
the gold surface caused this shift of the P from the PS unit to have more electron density 
than before binding. This may be an indication that the metal is donating electron density 
to the PS group. 
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The S 2p peaks (Figure 4.4e–h) differ among the compounds and from the films 
deposited from spin coating (in 4.3.1.1). Here, besides for PS-3, there appears to be another 
peak at higher BE (located from 172–166 eV). If this peak is not integrated, the S/P ratios 
are much less than what is expected. Therefore, this region although very noisy, is not noise 
but represents a signal from the S 2p. The signal is more prominent in PSP-1 and PSP-2 
and barely distinguishable in PSP-3. This shift is surprising and is only noticeable in these 
plots representing thinner films. This may indicate that they were present before but at 
unnoticeable intensities, or that upon binding to gold, the sulfur exhibits a strongly oxidized 
character, leading to peaks in the 168–172 eV range, which thiols-Au do not demonstrate.  
 
 
Figure 4.4. Representative XPS spectra of P 2p and S 2p from the modified-surfaces by 
immersion from 2 mM solutions in chloroform followed by 1 min sonication. The core 
energy levels are indicated on each plot. 
 
4.3.1.3 Preliminary Copper Surface Modification Results 
Although the PSP ligands were designed to and showed strong binding to Cu(I), 
planar Cu(0) substrates were still tested as substrates for PSP binding. To eliminate the 
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copper oxides, copper foil was etched according to Chavez et al.29 The substrates were 
immediately immersed in either a PSP-1 solution or dI water or fresh tetrahydrofuran. 
Table 4.4 shows that copper foil that was kept in THF had a WF of 4.40 eV but the WF for 
the one kept in water was slightly higher at 4.49 eV. The modified copper, however, 
showed a reduction in WF with 4.11 eV for a surface with a P/Cu ratio of 0.10 and to 3.86 
eV for P/Cu ratio of 0.21 eV. From these data, it appears that the presence of PSP-1 at 
greater concentrations can lower the WF to below 4 eV.  
 
Table 4.4. Work function (by UPS), elemental ratios, and thicknesses found by XPS of 
PSP-1 modified copper surfaces from immersion in 2 mM THF solutions followed with 
washing. 
a These were control solvents used with no PSP/PS added. 
b Standard deviations are of spot to spot variation within the same sample. 
 
 Control samples were made to examine the changes in the Cu 2p peaks from 
exposure to water, which is supposed to increase the presence of copper oxides, and from 
exposure to THF, to see if during the time that the substrates were immersed in the 
modifier-solutions (also in THF), whether copper oxides would form. A copper substrate 




Modification Wash WF (eV) [P/Cu] [S/Cu] [S/P] 
PSP-1 (THF) 10 min dip 1 min sonic. 4.11 ± 0.05 0.10 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.00 0.75 ± 0.01 
PSP-1 (THF) 10 min dip triple rinse 3.86 ± 0.04 0.21 ± 0.06 0.16 ± 0.05 0.76 ± 0.01 
H2Oa 10 min dip n/a 4.49 ± 0.01 – – – 




Figure 4.5. Cu 2p (from XPS) of modified gold surfaces with PSP-1 or control solvent 
washing (a), P 2p (b) and S 2p peaks of PSP-1 on Cu (c). In (a), from top to bottom, the 
first three spectra show predominantly Cu(0) from the bulk substrate and the last spectrum 
shows new peaks at 935 and 955 eV from copper oxides. 
 
 Figure 4.5a shows the Cu 2p of the modified substrates from modifier-solutions or 
rinsed from clean solvent. All the Cu etched compounds had similar peak shapes and 
positions but the Cu that was only rinsed had a clear indication of the presence of copper 
oxides at higher BE. When the spectra were calibrated to Cu 2p at 933 eV, the resulting S 
2p was found at 163 eV and P 2p at 133 eV. These BE are 1.0 and 0.6 eV higher, 
respectively, than was found on PSP-1 modified Au. This suggests that the sulfur is more 
electron donating on the copper than it is on the gold.  
4.4 Conclusions 
Phosphine-sulfide phosphine and phosphine-sulfide ligands were examined on 
planar gold surfaces to quantify the ability of the surface modifiers to reduce the work 
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function of gold in addition to determine whether the PS group would form robust bonds 
to gold. We hypothesized that increased conformational flexibility would allow for the P=S 
group to better align perpendicularly to the surface, leading to more of the effective dipole 
in the orientation necessary to reduce the WF. We observed this was the case for PSP-3, 
with two methylene and an ethylene spacer, which performed the best among the group of 
compounds in terms of providing the lowest WF surface of 4.2 eV.  
When there was half as much PSP-3 than PS-3, its fully sulfurized counterpart, on 
the surface, PS-3 was only able to lower the WF 0.2 eV more than PSP-3 at half the density. 
Thus, it was concluded that the phosphorus was necessary to induce dipoles favoring the 
reduction of the WF. However, the PS groups could withstand 10 min of sonication and 
thus it is highly likely that the compounds are bound by these groups to the gold. It was 
observed in an appended study, not recorded here, that a phenyl phosphine was easily 
washed away from gold by a rinse in polar solvent. However, this was not the case here. 
Therefore, although the PSP and PS ligands could only reduce the WF of gold to 
4.0 eV, they were robust to sonication and could potentially be used as a new head group 
for self-assembled monolayers. The compounds can be redesigned to be fit for planar 
surfaces and other moieties that can contribute to the dipole can be installed in the spacer 
or tail portions of the compound. Preliminary studies with copper show that PSP ligands 
may be more suitable to reduce the WF of copper. 
4.5 Experimental 
4.5.1 Materials 
Tris(dimethylphosphorothioylmethyl)phosphine (PSP-1), 1,2-Bis(bis(dimethyl 
phosphorothioylmethyl)phosphino)ethane (PSP-2), (((2-(dimethylphosphorothioyl)ethyl) 
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phosphanediyl)bis(methylene))bis(dimethylphosphine sulfide) (PSP-3), and (((2-
(dimethylphosphorothioyl)ethyl)phosphorothioyl)bis(methylene))bis(dimethylphosphine 
sulfide) (PS-3) are all white solids and were synthesized by Dr. Thomas Morgan of the 
Christoph Fahrni group at Georgia Tech and donated for study. PSP-1 and PSP-2 have been 
reported and published recently by the Fahrni group and the synthesis is described in the 
cited work.28 
4.5.2 Au/Cu Surface Cleaning and Modification 
Commercially available copper foil (Sigma-Aldrich) 0.25 mm thickness, 99.98% 
trace metals basis were cut into 0.5 in. × 0.5 in. squares and etched in glacial acetic acid at 
40 °C for 10 min, rinsed with tetrahydrofuran, and dried under a flow of nitrogen. Exposure 
to air was minimized by immediately immersing the substrate into solutions with surface 
modifier or fresh solutions as a control. 
Commercially available glass:Ti:Au slides (EMF Corp., Ithaca, NY, USA) were 
cut into 0.5 in. × 0.5 in. squares and sonicated in ethanol for 10 min, dried under a flow of 
nitrogen, and etched with oxygen plasma (OP) with a PE-50 XL Plasma System for 5 min 
prior to any additional surface treatment. Substrates were modified by either spin coating 
freshly prepared solutions (2 mM) in tetrahydrofuran or chloroform at 3000 rpm, 1100 
acceleration, for 30 sec or immersing for 1 min–3 h followed by washing in fresh solvent 
by triple rinse (successive rinsing and drying substrate three times) or sonication (1–10 
min) and annealing at 70 °C for 10 min. Samples were immediately taken for X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy/ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS/UPS) analysis. 
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4.5.3 Surface Characterization 
4.5.3.1 UPS and XPS 
All UPS and XPS measurements were conducted in a Kratos Axis Ultra 
spectrometer with an average base pressure of 10–9 Torr. UPS spectra were collected prior 
to XPS spectra with a 21.2 eV He (I) excitation and a pass energy of 5 eV using a 27 μm 
spot size. XPS spectra were collected with a monochromatic Al Kα source using a 400 μm 
spot size and a pass energy of 160 eV for survey acquisition and 20 eV for high-resolution 
spectra. XPS was performed with a normal takeoff angle (0°). Data were analyzed using 
CasaXPS processing software. The binding energies of all XPS spectra were calibrated to 
the Au 4f line at 84.0 eV (or Cu 2p line at 933 eV) and processed with a Shirley background 
subtraction and Savitzky-Golay smoothing unless otherwise stated. All UPS and XPS data 
points represent multiple samples scanned on multiple spots; the standard deviation 
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REDUCTION OF THE WORK FUNCTION OF GOLD BY N-




5.1 Literature Precedents 
5.1.1 Thiourea Characteristics 
Thioureas have been used as ligands to form complexes with a variety of metals for 
over a century.1-4 They have a similar structure as urea, but the oxygen atom is replaced 
with sulfur. Although they are known to have three coordination modes, through the N, S, 
and C=S, coordination through the S is favored on gold.5 A typical thiourea is not cyclic, 
but when the two N atoms are connected to form a heterocyclic core, the thiourea is called 
a N-heterocyclic thione (NHT), and a selenium derivative is called N-heterocyclic selone 
(NHSe). 
Crystallographic data indicate 1,3-dimethyl-imidazoline-2-thione (an NHT) has a 
C–S bond length of 1.68 Å, which is between that of a conventional C–S bond (1.81 Å) 
and a C=S bond (1.56 Å) (referring to an isolated C=S bond and not a thiourea).6 In 
addition, infrared studies of thiourea versus thiourea-metal complexes indicated 
appreciable +N=C–S character from shifts in the absorption peaks with N–C–N 
antisymmetric stretch towards higher frequency and C=S stretch towards lower frequency 
in the complexes.7 These results imply that the sulfur of the NHT could coordinate well to 
electron deficient atoms. The zwitterionic nature of NHTs and NHSe is depicted in Figure 
5.1. Comparing thiourea to NHT, the latter is expected to have a greater zwitterionic 





Figure 5.1. Zwitterionic resonance contributors of a generic NHT/NHSe. 
 
Song et al. demonstrated the electron-donating effects of thioureas through density 
functional calculations (Figure 5.2).8 They showed that the nitrogen atoms in thiourea 
donate electrons to the sulfur atom, which increases the HOMO (p) and HOMO-1 (π) 
energy levels compared to those in thioformaldehyde. Upon coordination of the thiourea 
to the metal with the HOMO, the HOMO-1 interacts favorably with the metal d orbital and 
leads to an increase in d–π back donation between the metal and ligand C=S π*. Therefore, 
thioureas demonstrated electron-donating properties. As indicated earlier by the 
zwitterionic nature of NHT/NHSe, the electrostatic potential map also supports the 
presence of higher negative charge density on the sulfur due to the nitrogen atom donation 
than without Figure 5.2. Note that thioacetone would have been a more fair comparison in 
place of thioformaldehyde. 
 
 
Figure 5.2. Electrostatic potential and total natural population analysis charge of thiourea 
(left) and thioformaldehyde (right) calculated by the RHF method using the cc-pVTZ basis 




 Furthermore, the stronger electron-donating nature of the thiourea unit in 
comparison with sulfide and higher polarizability in comparison with oxygen enables the 
thiourea to be make more stable bonds with gold. Therefore, these units may be thiol 
alternatives when used as a surface modifier. 
5.1.2 N-Heterocyclic Thiones and Selones 
NHTs and NHSes have been utilized to stabilize metal complexes,9-11 
nanoparticles,12-15 and nanocrystals.16 These ligands serve to control the reactivity and 
physical properties, among others, of the complexes. In addition, the coordination of NHSe 
variants on gold(I) species,17 and catalysis by NHT ligands, including structures that are 
included in this thesis, have been studied in detail.14, 18-20 
 As mentioned earlier, the preferential binding coordination of NHTs/NHSes are 
through the S/Se atoms and examples of crystal structures of ligands coordinated to gold 
atoms are shown in Figure 5.3.11, 17 
 
 
Figure 5.3. Structure and X-ray crystal structures with 50% probability thermal ellipsoids 
of Se(IPr) (a) Au–Se(IPr) –Cl complex (b), S(tBu) (c), and Au–S(tBu) –Cl complex (d). 
Most H atoms are excluded for clarity. Se(IPr) refers to 1,3-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl)-
1,3-dihydro-2H-imidazole-2-selenone and S(tBu) refers to 1,3-bis(2,5-di-tert-
butylphenyl)imidazolidine-2-thione. Crystal structures are reprinted with permission from 




Pan et al. reports the Au–S–C bond angle to be 111.70° upon coordination, which 
demonstrates that if these ligands were bound on the surface, they would not be upright but 
most likely be tilted in this manner.11 
N-heterocyclic thiones and selones have been primarily studied in coordination and 
inorganic chemistry and have not been explored in materials chemistry in respect to 
deposition on planar surfaces. They have demonstrated the ability to coordinate to metal 
atoms such as Au and Cu, and theoretical calculations show higher electron density on the 
S (results can most likely be translated to Se as well). Due to these factors, we wanted to 
study the ability of NHT and NHSe to bind to planar gold and explore the modified-surface 
properties to determine whether these classes of compounds would be interesting head 
groups and whether the work function (WF) of the modified-surface would be reduced and 
to what extent under various conditions. 
5.2 Selection of NHTs and NHSes 
NHTs and NHSes with typical bulky side groups of diisopropylphenyl and mesityl 
and a small methyl group (one example for NHT) were synthesized by Abraham Jordan of 
the Joseph Sadighi group and members of Daniel Rabinovich group at UNC Charlotte, and 
are shown in Figure 5.4. 
In this study, we wanted to compare the effect of the side groups (Dipp, Mes, and 
Me) and the effect of the head group (sulfur and selenium) on the surface coverage of the 
deposited films and the effect of the work function of the surface of gold. Although the 
bulky side groups would, all else being equal, reduce the relative density of coverage 
compared to a compound with a small side group, as in the case of the NHCs (CHAPTER 
3) the density of coverage may or may not affect the relative change in work function. 
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Despite Dipp (1,3-bis(2,6-diisopropylphenyl) and Mes (mesityl) both being bulky groups, 
they may have different dihedral angles with the core upon binding to the surface, which 
could affect the packing as well. Therefore, these compounds were selected for study. 
 
 
Figure 5.4. Structures of the N-heterocyclic thiones and selones under study. Atoms and 
bonds were colored to highlight the differences between the compounds. 
 
5.2.1 Calculated Dipole Moments 
To determine the dipole moment vectors of each of the NHTs and NHSes in their 
ground-state conformations, DFT calculations with B3LYP/6-31G** were performed. The 
sign of the dipole is indicated as positive when it is in the direction of the surface and 
negative when away from the surface. Although there is a slight tilt of the dipole moment 
vector in IMeS with respect to the central axis (along the C=S bond), the values were not 
corrected for this tilt and they are compared as is. In addition, despite the expected binding 
mode of the compounds to be tilted towards the surface in ~110° as reported by Pan et al.11 
for ligand-Au complexes, because calculations of the optimized geometry of the 
compounds on the surface were not carried out, the dipole moments were not corrected for 
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this tilt either. Depending on the bulkiness of the side groups however, the distance and 
angle of binding would differ between a metal atom and metal surface, with the latter 
inducing relatively limited flexibility. These values, however, can still provide a sense of 
direction and magnitude of electron density and resulting dipole on the surface. It is 
expected that positive dipole moments (negative dipole towards surface) should lead to a 
decrease in the work function. 
 
 
Figure 5.5. Calculated dipole moments for NHT and NHSe compounds. The projected 
dipole is depicted by the arrowhead from the positive to negative direction, but the value 
is given a positive sign to indicate that in this orientation, the negative dipole is pointing 
towards the surface. 
 
 According to the results, the smallest, IMeS has the largest dipole moment among 
all the compounds (5.33 D) and IDippS has the smallest (4.41 D). Depending on the 
binding orientation on the surface however, as mentioned earlier, these may not be the final 
dipoles normal to the surface, not to mention to the contribution from the bond dipole. 
However, when comparing IDippS and IDippSe, the selenium compound has a slightly 
larger dipole moment (by 0.45 D) and the same trend for the IMesS and IMesSe is evident 
with an increase of 0.50 D when replacing the sulfur for selenium. Since in these sets, the 
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side groups are the same, the differences in binding (distance to the surface or orientation), 
if any, would occur depending on the head group, sulfur versus selenium.  
To draw more meaning from these values however, the effective dipole moment 
normal to the surface and the optimized geometry upon binding need to be calculated. 
However, without these prerequisites, the footprints of the compounds were unable to be 
estimated and subsequent coverage in terms of percent monolayer were not attained. In 
place of this metric, thickness measurements and element ratios were utilized instead. 
5.3 Analysis of Modified Au Surfaces 
The main studies in this chapter focus on determining the coverage in terms of 
thickness of modified surfaces under different conditions and the subsequent work function 
modification. The details to the determination of thickness is described in 2.4.4. The 
assumptions in these calculations are that for the overlayer, the IMFP is 3 nm and density 
is 1 g/cm–3. Note that if the actual density (or IMFP) is larger than this assumption, then 
the computed thicknesses in this study have been overestimated (underestimated) and vice 
versa. The known values used for gold are IMFP of 2.02 nm, density of 19.32 g/cm–3, and 
MW 196.97 amu. 
Two methods were utilized to deposit the surface modifiers. In the first section, the 
results from spin coated substrates will be presented, followed by the results from 
immersed substrates in terms of thicknesses and work function modification. 
5.3.1 Coverage Analysis of NHTs and NHSes from Spin coating 
5.3.1.1 Data Processing Note 
Peak areas were corrected with the respective relative sensitivity factors to scale 
the measured intensities and account for the different ionization cross-sections. The core 
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levels with high ionization cross-sections were used to quantify the presence of modifier 
relative to surface (Au 4f, S 2p, Se 3p, N 1s). Au 4f has a high cross-section and strong 
signal intensity in XPS. Therefore, taking background subtractions is straightforward 
because of the high signal/noise (S/N) ratio. On the other hand, nitrogen, sulfur, and 
selenium have similar and lower cross-sections and resulting weaker signal intensities. 
Thus, adjusting the background binding energy (BE) range by a few tenths of a eV can lead 
to drastic changes in corrected peak areas depending on the noise.  
Consequently, the ratio of the head group (sulfur or selenium) to nitrogen was used 
as a metric to determine the accuracy of the background subtraction relative to S/Se and N. 
The expected ratio is 1N/2S or Se (0.5) for all compounds in this chapter. While this metric 
can help align the peak intensities within a compound, one must be careful to not 
over/underestimate both N and S/Se together, which would over/underestimate the amount 
of modifier present. In certain cases, the S 2p or Se 3p signals were indistinguishable from 
noise (due to low coverage) and the ratios containing these elements were omitted from the 
table. In these situations, the backgrounds for these N 1s signals were unable to be cross-
checked with the ones from S 2p or Se 3p, but care was taken to apply the same overall 
background across modified-surfaces. 
5.3.1.2 Optimization 
To optimize the conditions used to deposit the surface modifiers on planar gold, 
two different concentrations were used with the mesityl substituted IMesS and IMesSe and 
methyl substituted IMeS. Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was selected as the solvent due to the 
good solubility of the compounds and two extremes of dilute and concentrated solutions 
were made (2 mM and 10 mM). The surfaces were modified according to the experimental 
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and not rinsed or washed post modification. The coverage results of these conditions 
measured by XPS are recorded in Table 5.1 and representative peaks from each of the 
modified-surfaces are presented in Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7. 
 
Table 5.1. Elemental ratios and thicknesses found by XPS of IMesS and IMesSe modified 
gold surfaces from spin coating in THF solutions. 
Compound (conc. in THF) [S or Se/N]b [N/Au]b [S or Se/Au]b Thickness (nm)b 
IMeS (2 mM) 0.48 ± 0.01 0.33 ± 0.03 0.16 ± 0.01 2.6 ± 0.1 
IMesS (2 mM) 0.50 ± 0.02 0.09 ± 0.00 0.05 ± 0.00 2.1 ± 0.1 
IMesSe (2 mM) –a 0.21 ± 0.01 –a 3.9 ± 0.1 
IMesS (10 mM) 0.49 ± 0.00 0.57 ± 0.11 0.28 ± 0.05 5.9 ± 0.5 
IMesSe (10 mM) 0.50 ± 0.00 0.40 ± 0.05 0.20 ± 0.03 5.4 ± 0.3 
a The Se 3d region was measured and did not provide quantifiable signal. 
b All standard deviations represent sample to sample variations. 
 
Films deposited from 2 mM solutions gave thinner thicknesses (< 4 nm) than the 
ones from 10 mM solutions (> 5 nm), but they all led to quantifiable amounts of surface 
modifier on the surface from these treatment conditions (Table 5.1). This indicates that a 
concentration of 2 mM is sufficient to provide at least a monolayer, assuming uniform 
coverage. The spot to spot variations (not listed) and sample to sample variations are within 
a few angstroms in terms of thickness. Therefore, the uniformity across the sample is 
assumed to be good by XPS, but may be rougher at a smaller length scale given that the 
spot size for XPS is 400 µm. 
The issues stated above with ionization cross-section is evident in Figure 5.6 with 
the best signals from the Au 4f core levels and similarly poor signals from the N 1s and S 
2p core levels. By calibrating with the Au 4f peak, shifts in the N 1s peaks are evident 
among the different compounds, with N 1s for IMeS at 402.1 eV, IMesS at 400.5 eV, and 
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IMesSe at 401.2 eV (Figure 5.6b,e,h). The high N 1s BE of 402 eV is usually reported for 
species that are protonated such as ammonium and protonated free amines can range from 
400.9–401.7 eV.21-22 Thus, it is evident that there is strong iminium character for the 
nitrogens in each compound. 
 
 
Figure 5.6. Representative XPS spectra of Au 4f, N 1s, and S 2p from the modified-surfaces 
by spin coating from 2 mM solutions in THF with IMeS (a–c), IMesS 2 mM (d–f), IMesSe 
(g–i). The core energy levels are indicated on each plot. 
 
Compared to N-heterocyclic carbenes (NHCs) discussed in CHAPTER 2, which 
had N 1s peaks at ca. 401 eV, the one for IMeS was slightly higher, IMesS was slightly 
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lower, and IMesSe was similar. The reason why the N 1s in IMesS was so much lower may 
be because when the NHT has perpendicular aryl groups, the repulsion between the aryl 
and S is reported to increase the C(S)–N bond length. This would result in slightly higher 
electron density retained on the nitrogen atoms in IMesS compared with IMeS where this 
repulsion is not present.8 
It is known that the S 2p BE of alkane thiols on gold decreases from 163.5 eV 
(unbound) to 162 eV (bound).23-25 A shift in this direction, lower BE, indicates that there 
is more electron density on the sulfur upon loss of a hydrogen atom and coordination to 
gold. Another group compared the S 2p BE for bound alkane thiols versus thioureas (to 
gold) and found that the latter had lower BE at 160.9 eV compared to bound thiol (162.3 
eV).26 According to a study by Srinivasan et al. of thioureas coordinated to Co, Ni, and Cu 
complexes, the S 2p of uncoordinated thiourea was measured to be 162.4 eV and upon 
coordination to the various metals all shifted to higher BEs by 0.3 to 0.6 eV.27 It is evident 
that the typical S 2p BEs for thiols and thioureas are in the lower 160 eV range. The types 
of sulfur that exhibit S 2p BEs in the upper 160 eV range are sulfoxides (S=O) and sulfones 
(O=S=O), when the sulfur is at a higher oxidation state.  
The S 2p peaks in Figure 5.6c,f between the methyl and mesityl NHT compounds 
are drastically different. Whereas IMeS has a peak maximum at 168.5 eV, IMesS has one 
at 161.2 eV and a smaller one at 167.0 eV. When comparing with the spectrum of S 2p in 
a thicker film of IMesS (Figure 5.7c), there is only one main component at 162.0 eV. In 
addition, thiols and thioureas typically have S 2p peaks around 162 eV as mentioned 
earlier. Therefore, the higher BE component found in IMesS in a thinner film may be from 
new interactions with the gold surface (though the shift of 5 eV is very significant) or may 
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be a residue of contamination from IMeS. The high BE of IMeS however cannot be 
explained. It is possible that the compound may have oxidized to a higher order sulfur 
oxidation species, whose S 2p peaks by XPS do appear in this region. However, this was 
not further investigated. 
 
 
Figure 5.7. Representative XPS spectra of Au 4f, N 1s, Se 3p, and Se 3d from the modified-
surfaces by spin coating from 10 mM solutions in THF with IMesS (a–c), IMesSe (d–f). 
The core energy levels are indicated on each graph. 
 
As for selenium, no appropriate reference peaks can be found in the literature but 
the peaks (peak splitting) exhibited in Figure 5.7f are in the correct range for Se 3p and are 
similar to the peaks from elemental Se.28 The two peaks (160.8 eV and 167.1 eV) 
correspond to the peak splitting of Se 3p3/2 and Se 3p1/2, respectively and were evaluated 
together as one Se 3p peak for quantification. 
According to Table 5.1, as expected, the films deposited from more concentrated 
solutions gave rise to larger thicknesses. However, these thicknesses are above what would 
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be typically ideal for “thin” films. Therefore, for the next optimization test, 2 mM solutions 
were used and a different solvent, methanol, was tested to determine which was a better 
solvent and whether solvent plays a role in film formation. 
The coverage results of these conditions measured by XPS are recorded in Table 
5.2 and representative peaks from each of the modified-surfaces are presented in Figure 
5.8 and Figure 5.9. When comparing the sulfur containing compounds, IMeS had two sets 
of peaks at 168.1 eV and 162.4 eV. Unlike the case for Se 3p, these do not correspond to 
spin-orbit peak splitting, but to different chemical environments. Nonetheless, the strongest 
peak corresponds to the higher BE one, which is the same as previous (Figure 5.6c) and 
the lower BE one may be insignificant. No conclusions can be reached at this point. 
 
 
Figure 5.8. Representative XPS spectra of N 1s and S 2p from the modified-surfaces by 





Figure 5.9. Representative XPS spectra of N 1s, S 2p, and Se 3p from the modified-surfaces 
by spin coating from 2 mM solutions in methanol with IDippS (c, d), IMesS (e, f), IDippSe 
(g, h), IMesSe (i, j). The core energy levels are indicated on each graph and regions 
indicating the peak area boundaries are highlighted in yellow. 
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Table 5.2. Elemental ratios and thicknesses found by XPS of NHT and NHSe modified 
gold surfaces from spin coating in 2 mM methanol solutions. 
Compound (2 mM in MeOH) [S or Se/N]a [N/Au] a [S or Se/Au] a Thickness (nm) 
IMeS 0.44 0.36 0.16 2.8 ± 0.1 
IDippS 0.50 0.02 0.01 0.7 ± 0.0 
IMesS 0.49 0.11 0.05 2.3 ± 0.4 
IDippSe 0.49 0.06 0.03 1.9 ± 0.3 
IMesSe 0.48 0.18 0.09 3.7 ± 0.4 
a All standard deviation (sample to sample variation) were within 0.1 eV. 
 
 According to Table 5.2, both the mesityl compounds (IMesS and IMesSe) gave 
higher N/Au ratios than the Dipp compounds (IDippS and IDippSe) under the same spin 
coating conditions. This may be a result of the differences in bulk between Mes and Dipp. 
The Dipp compounds are relatively bulkier around the head group than are the Mes 
compounds (Figure 5.10). 
 
 
Figure 5.10. Electrostatic charge density surfaces for the NHTs with side (a–c) and top (d–
f) views. These were produced from the same calculations in 5.2.1. Red represents negative 
charge density and blue represents positive charge density with the exact magnitude not 
quantified in the image. 
 
Therefore, these N/Au ratio differences may be an indication of the ability of the 
compounds to form multilayers. Without the need to consider the mode of binding of the 
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first monolayer, the more accessible dipoles from the less hindered Mes compounds may 
enable multilayer formation better than the Dipp compounds can. As mentioned in 5.2.1, 
having footprint calculations and insight into how the compounds are laying on the surface 
would aid in the interpretation of these data. 
 Since comparing results among samples with different coverages is scientifically 
irrelevant, monolayers were attempted to be formed from the next set of experiments. 
5.3.2 Coverage Analysis of NHTs and NHSes from Immersion 
5.3.2.1 Optimization 
Forming monolayers involves immersing a substrate into a solution for a given 
amount of time, followed by rinsing to ensure the removal of physisorbed material. IMesSe 
was diluted in methanol to perform the following tests involving changing the time of 
immersion and type of washing condition. 
 Methanolic solutions of 2 mM IMesSe were prepared and clean gold surfaces were 
immersed for 1 min and 1 h to determine the appropriate length of time for film formation, 
followed by the same rinsing procedure (triple rinse described in 5.5.2) (Table 5.3). 
Although again due to the lack of estimated footprints, the N/Au ratio that indicates a 
monolayer was unknown, the N/Au ratio doubled from 1 min immersion to 1 h immersion. 
The same substrates that were measured from immersion for 1 h were stored for one week 
in ambient conditions and sonicated in fresh methanol for 3 minutes prior to remeasuring. 
The N/Au ratio of these substrates were reduced to the same amount as for the 1 min 
immersed samples. Therefore, an immersion time of 1 min was deemed sufficient over 1 h 




Table 5.3. Elemental ratios and thicknesses found by XPS of IMesSe modified gold 
surfaces from immersion in 2 mM methanol solutions for different times followed by 
washing. 
 
Compound-# Modification condition [N/Au]a Thickness (nm)a 
IMesSe-1 Immerse 1 min 2 mM MeOH; triple rinse 0.03 ± 0.01 0.8 ± 0.2 
IMesSe-2 Immerse 1 h 2 mM MeOH; triple rinse 0.05 ± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.3 
IMesSe-3 
Store “IMesSe-2” substrates 1 week 
Sonicate 3 min and remeasure 
0.03 ± 0.00 1.0 ± 0.0 
a All standard deviations represent sample to sample variations. 
 
 However, it must be noted that 1 min or 1 h may not have been sufficient time to 
form robust monolayers and an elongated annealing time at elevated temperatures may 
have been necessary. Therefore, the optimization procedure has room for improvement and 
using spectroscopic techniques to image the surface to verify monolayers would provide 
an added measure of confidence for future studies. 
5.3.2.2 Thin Layer Formation 
From the previous tests, both methanol and THF as solvents gave rise to films from 
spin coating. However, all compounds were more soluble in THF than in methanol, which 
was observed during the solution making process. Therefore, the best conditions from the 
current optimization data in terms of thin layer formation were immersion for 1 min in 2 
mM followed by 1 min sonication. Modified substrates from each of the five NHT and 
NHSes were prepared as such and the coverage results of these conditions measured by 
XPS are recorded in Table 5.4 and representative peaks from each of the modified-surfaces 
are presented in Figure 5.11. The S 2p signals in all modified substrates, except for IMeS-
modified Au suffered from poor signal:noise. Therefore, the resulting S/N ratios were 




Table 5.4. Elemental ratios and thicknesses found by XPS of NHT and NHSe modified 
gold surfaces from immersion in 2 mM THF solutions for 1 min followed by sonication 
for 1 min. 
 
Compound (2 mM in THF) [S/N] [N/Au] [S/Au] Thickness (nm) 
IMeS 0.42 ± 0.04 0.22 ± 0.07 0.09 ± 0.02 2.0 ± 0.5 
IDippS 0.42 ±0.06 0.02 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00 0.9 ± 0.1 
IMesS 0.48 ±0.02 0.02 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00 0.5 ± 0.0 
IDippSe 0.26 ± 0.11 0.02 ± 0.01 0.00 ± 0.00 0.8 ± 0.2 
IMesSe 0.36 ± 0.11 0.02 ± 0.00 0.01 ± 0.00 0.7 ± 0.1 
 
 The bulky modifiers all had N/Au ratios of 0.02 and thicknesses below 1 nm. 
Although this ratio is much smaller than observed previously for the spin coated substrates, 
this may be an indication of a monolayer formation. IMeS, the least bulky modifier of the 
set, had a much higher N/Au ratio of 0.22 and a thickness at least twice as large as the 
others. According to the thickness however, more than a monolayer may have formed. 
Given that this compound regardless of binding mode would still have the smallest 
footprint, it should also correlate with the highest packing density, which we observe here. 
The plots in Figure 5.11 have been background subtracted to eliminate the slope and to 
accentuate the observed peaks. The N 1s peak for IMeS is prominent while the ones for the 
other compounds are similar in shape and intensity. As observed in the other substrates 
modified with IMeS, the N 1s peak is asymmetric with indication of at least another peak 






Figure 5.11. Representative XPS spectra of N 1s, S 2p, and Se 3p from the modified-
surfaces by immersion from 2 mM solutions in THF, followed by sonication, with IMeS 
(a, b), IDippS (c, d), IMesS (e, f), IDippSe (g,h), IMesSe (i, j). The core energy levels are 
indicated on each graph. These spectra were background subtracted. 
 
 Several conditions were utilized to determine the thickness of films formed under 
spin coating and by immersion. The ability of NHT and NHSe compounds to form films 
that are quantifiable by XPS has been demonstrated in this section. The effect of the 
modifiers to the work function will be discussed next. 
5.3.3 Workfunction Modification of Au with NHT/NHSe 
5.3.3.1 Experimental UPS Results 
All the WF values obtained in this section were from the same substrates that were 
used to quantify the amount of modifier on the surface. A table summarizing the results is 
shown in Table 5.5 ordered by compound. To better visualize the effect of the change in 
WF per compound, the WF was plotted against the thicknesses listed in the tables in 
previous sections (Figure 5.12). In general, thicker films gave rise to lower WF among all 
compounds, and within the same compound, as there is negative slope from a linear 




Table 5.5. Work function modification of planar gold surfaces with NHTs and NHSes 
measured by UPS. 
 
Compound Modification type Conc. solvent Wash WF (eV) 
OP gold n/a n/a n/a 5.07 ± 0.13 
IMethylS Spin coat 2 mM THF None 3.64 ± 0.04 
IMethylS Immerse 2 mM THF Sonication 4.24 ± 0.05 
IDippS Spin coat 2 mM MeOH None 4.02 ± 0.02 
IDippS Immerse 2 mM THF Sonication 4.50 ± 0.08 
IMesS Spin coat 10 mM THF None 3.82 ± 0.09 
IMesS Spin coat 2 mM MeOH None 4.05 ± 0.02 
IMesS Immerse 2 mM THF Sonication 4.78 ± 0.01 
IDippSe Spin coat 2 mM MeOH None 3.86 ± 0.05 
IDippSe Immerse 2 mM THF Sonication 4.69 ± 0.09 
IMesSe Spin coat 2 mM THF None 3.76 ± 0.12 
IMesSe Spin coat 10 mM THF None 3.79 ± 0.11 
IMesSe Spin coat 2 mM MeOH None 3.79 ± 0.04 
IMesSe Immerse 1 h 2 mM MeOH Triple rinse 4.07 ± 0.11 
IMesSe Immerse 2 mM MeOH Triple rinse 4.29 ± 0.01 
IMesSe Immerse 2 mM THF Sonication 4.61 ± 0.07 
a The durations imply 1 min for immersion and 1 min for sonication unless otherwise listed. 
 
 
Figure 5.12. Plot of work function (by UPS) versus thickness of all the NHTs and NHSes. 
The data points are color coded by compound with OP gold (magenta), IMeS (green), 
IDippS (black), IMesSe (turquoise), IDippSe (red).  
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 The lowest WFs were obtained for the spin coated substrates, which also had the 
highest N/Au ratios. This implies that even though there may be multilayers of surface 
modifier present, the dipoles are collectively in the direction that lowers the WF of gold. 
IMeS had the lowest WF at 3.64 eV and thickness of 2.6 nm. IDippSe, IMesSe, and IMesS 
also could reach low WFs from 2–6 nm thick films.  
Per unit area, assuming close packing, there should be more IMeS than any of the 
other compounds, meaning IMeS most likely has a higher packing density (cmpd/unit area) 
than the others. This means that for films of the same thickness, IMeS would be more 
densely packed than IMesS. Taking the data points for IMeS at 2.6 nm and IMesS at 2.3 
nm for example, if the WFs were the same, then this would imply that IMesS is more WF 
reducing per molecule than IMeS. However, the data show that this relation does not hold 
for these data points because the WF for the IMeS deposited film was measured to be 3.64 
eV and the one for IMesS to be 4.05 eV. This may imply the opposite, that IMeS is more 
reducing than IMesS or that they may be similar. 
The thinner films processed from immersion had higher WFs, some of which did 
not differ much from oxygen plasma (OP) treated gold. For these films the WFs were 
similar for the bulky compounds and within 0.2 eV. IMeS, which had the thickest film 
from this condition as mentioned in the previous section, also had the lowest WF at 4.24 
eV. Whether this thickness is an overestimation, referring to the assumptions in 5.3, or 
whether the 1 min sonication was not sufficient to strip the surface of physisorbed modifier 
is not known at this point and would require modeling (to determine the footprint and 
associated monolayer coverage) in conjunction with further washing tests (longer 
durations) to determine if there are multilayers. 
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 In terms of the differences between the headgroups, sulfur and selenium, no 
conclusions can be drawn from the work function data. Although the selenium compounds 
have a larger dipole moment than the sulfur compounds (except for IMeS), the correlation 
with the work function and thickness is unclear from these data. For the mesityl compounds 
however, at the lower thickness regime (0.5–0.8 nm), the IMesSe modified surface had a 
lower WF (4.29 eV) than the IMesS modified (4.78 eV). Thus, this may be the result of the 
dipole moment difference with IMesSe having a larger dipole moment at 5.04 D than 
IMesS at 4.54 D. This molecular dipole however, is only one of the dipole contributions to 
the overall change in work function and the bond dipole from covalent bond linkage 
between the sulfur/selenium to Au would need to be evaluated to provide a more complete 
story of the factors leading to the overall WF change. 
5.4 Conclusions 
In this chapter, five different N-heterocyclic thiones and selones were examined as 
surface modifiers to gold. Three of the compounds had sulfur as the head group and two of 
them had selenium. For the side groups, methyl, mesityl, and Dipp were examined. We 
hypothesized that the surface modifier that was able to bind to the surface in an orientation 
that allowed for the greatest effective dipole would lead to the greatest reduction in WF. 
Films of varying thicknesses, not exceeding 6 nm were processed by solution 
immersion and spin coating techniques. Spin coating provided films of greater thicknesses 
than solution immersed films, implying the formation of multilayers in the former 
condition. The work function of the modified substrates were lower for thicker films than 
for thinner films. The differences between the Dipp and Mes side groups were evident in 
the spin coated films with the Mes compounds achieving thicker films under the same 
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concentration as Dipp. This gave an implication that although from a top view the Dipp 
compounds may constitute a larger area than the Mes compounds, the crowding of the head 
group in the Dipp compounds may be a barrier to achieving proximity to the surface, which 
could affect the surface dipole. 
The significantly higher S 2p BE for IMeS compared with IMesS, with IMeS 
having values typical for more oxidized sulfur, is an interesting result worth exploring. The 
XPS peaks were quantified but were not deconvoluted for components, which could help 
determine the binding mode on the surface. Overall, the NHT and NHSe could reduce the 
work function of gold and demonstrated robustness to the surface based on their presence 
post-sonication. They may be useful head groups for surface modifiers if the bulkiness of 






imidazole-2-selenone (IMesSe), and 1,3-dimethyl-1,3-dihydro-2H-imidazole-2-thione 
(IMeS) are all white solids and were synthesized by Abraham Jordan of the Joseph Sadighi 
group at Georgia Tech and by the Daniel Rabinovich group at UNC Charlotte and donated 
for study. 
5.5.2 Au Surface Cleaning and Modification 
Commercially available glass:Ti:Au slides (EMF Corp., Ithaca, NY, USA) were 
cut into 0.5 in. × 0.5 in. squares and sonicated in ethanol for 10 min, dried under a flow of 
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nitrogen, and etched with oxygen plasma (OP) with a PE-50 XL Plasma System for 5 min 
prior to any additional surface treatment. Substrates were modified by either spin coating 
freshly prepared solutions (2 or 10 mM) of NHT/NHSe in dry tetrahydrofuran or methanol 
at 3000 rpm, 1100 acceleration, for 30 sec or immersing for 1 min–1 h followed by washing 
in fresh solvent by triple rinse (successive rinsing and drying substrate three times) or 
sonication (1–3 min) and annealing at 70 °C for 10 min. Samples were immediately taken 
for X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy/ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS/UPS) 
analysis. 
5.5.3 Surface Characterization 
5.5.3.1 UPS and XPS 
All UPS measurements were conducted in a Kratos Axis Ultra XPS with an average 
base pressure of 10–8 Torr. UPS spectra were collected prior to XPS spectra with a 21.2 eV 
He (I) excitation and a pass energy of 5 eV using a 27 μm spot size. All XPS measurements 
were conducted in either a Kratos Axis Ultra XPS or a Thermo K-Alpha XPS with an 
average base pressure of 10–8 Torr. XPS spectra were collected with a monochromatic Al 
Kα source using a 400 μm spot size and a pass energy of 160 eV (200 eV) for survey 
acquisition and 20 eV (50 eV) for high-resolution spectra (parenthesis refers to Thermo K-
Alpha conditions). XPS was performed with a normal takeoff angle (0°) and the samples 
were flooded with low energy electrons using the flood gun to compensate for surface 
charging. Data were analyzed using CasaXPS processing software. The binding energies 
of all XPS spectra were calibrated to the Au 4f line at 84.0 eV and processed with a Shirley 
background subtraction and Savitzky-Golay smoothing unless otherwise stated. All UPS 
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and XPS data points represent multiple samples scanned on multiple spots; the standard 
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This thesis described the design, synthesis and study of new surface modifier 
materials on metal oxide and metal surfaces. The overarching goal was to develop 
compounds that could reduce the work function of relatively high work function materials 
to be used as electrodes in organic and optoelectronic devices, through systematic studies 
that could separate multiple factors to be examined closely individually. This thesis 
describes investigations of dipolar compounds incorporating N, O, P, and/or S atoms as 
monolayers and multilayers on ITO and Au. 
Chapter 2 discusses the ability of aliphatic amine N-oxides to reduce the work 
function of ITO, with the reduction depending on thickness of the film. The goal of this 
chapter was to determine the effect of an N-oxide group, which had been used in literature 
as side groups on conjugated material. Although the films could be removed with polar 
solvents, 1.5 nm was sufficient to reduce to WF to 3.8 eV. The N-oxide group, which is 
very polar, induced large surface dipoles, and led to better adhesion to ITO than amines. 
The next step for this project would be to translate the material into devices to test its 
effectiveness in performing as a surface modifier on electron selective electrodes. In 
addition, probing the physical surface with methods such as atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) would be useful in giving surface morphological data to determine whether there 
is uniform coverage or the presence of islands. The presence of islands would lead to 
detrimental effects in a device and this is a critical question that must be answered prior to 
device fabrication in case of introducing unwanted pinholes. 
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Chapter 3 discusses the role of a series of N-heterocyclic carbenes as surface 
modifiers to planar Au. The collaborative work has already been cited ten times since its 
publication in April 2017. Most of the compounds were synthesized by the Sadighi group, 
electrical measurements performed by the Kippelen group, and critical computations by 
Dr. Alexander Hyla and the Brédas group. The experimental work function of all NHC-
modified gold surfaces showed low WF of less than 3.5 eV by UPS and calculations helped 
elucidate the mode of binding among the compounds. We determined that an NHC with a 
bulky Dipp substituent bound differently and had different work-function reducing 
contributions compared with a smaller iPr substituted NHC. The NHC surface modifiers 
were also incorporated in devices and demonstrated diode-like behavior. Further work in 
this chapter would examine the work function reduction of other metals. The NHC-Au 
robustness, stability and work function reducing ability have been characterized and the 
utility of NHC in other systems is worth exploring. 
 Chapter 4 discusses the role of phosphine sulfide phosphines and a phosphine 
sulfide, all of which were synthesized by Dr. Thomas Morgan of the Christoph Fahrni 
group. These ligands demonstrated high selectivity and binding affinity towards Cu(I) in 
biological studies. However, they were explored on planar gold surfaces in this chapter, to 
determine whether the PSPs could reduce the work function of gold and whether they were 
bound robustly. Thick films (ca. 5–8 nm) of PSPs could reduce the WF of gold to 4.0 eV. 
Although this is not as low as for NHCs studied in Chapter 3, the films were robust to 10 
min of sonication, washing away multilayers but still resulting in thin films. It was deduced 
that the phosphine and phosphine sulfides are responsible for reducing the WF of gold, but 
the PS are necessary to form robust bonds to gold (not conclusively drawn from this study 
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but from inference). A preliminary study using Cu surfaces demonstrated that PSPs may 
be more suitable surface modifiers for Cu, the modified-surface of which had a WF of 3.86 
eV (clean Cu has a reported WF of 4.4 eV). Although there has been one example in the 
literature of a PS derivative utilized as an electron selective interfacial layer (the compound 
was processed on top of the active layer in OPV device architecture with the Au evaporated 
on top), they did not measure the work function of the modified metal. This chapter 
demonstrates the first reported work function values for PSP modified gold. The outlook 
for this chapter will be discussed collectively with that for Chapter 5. 
 Chapter 5 discusses the role of N-heterocyclic thiones and selones, all of which 
were synthesized by Abraham Jordan of the Joseph Sadighi group and members of the 
Daniel Rabinovich group at UNC Charlotte, who donated their compounds to the Sadighi 
group, who in turn donated them for this study. Similar to the previous conclusions, the 
NHT and NHSes reduced the work function of modified gold to as low as 3.64 eV 
measured by UPS, but this value varies depending on the thickness of the films. Films with 
thicknesses roughly consistent with monolayer coverage resulted in moderate reductions 
to the WF (ca. 4.5 eV), and a difference in N/Au ratios was observed between the Mes and 
Dipp compounds, with the C=X (X = S, Se) in the Mes compounds possibly being more 
accessible to the surface (not necessarily limited to the metal surface but a modified-surface 
as well) than in the Dipp compounds, which in turn leads to thicker multilayer formation 
for the Mes compounds given the same processing conditions. Although thiourea has been 
used as surface modifiers and been characterized on surfaces, N-heterocyclic thiones and 
selones have been limited to the field of coordination chemistry. Therefore, this was also 
the first demonstration of quantifying the reduction to the work function of planar gold 
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surfaces with NHTs and NHSe derivatives. The prospects for this chapter will be discussed 
below collectively with Chapter 4. 
 Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 both introduced new ligands that are typically used for 
binding to metal atoms or nanoparticles. The PSPs had P=S groups that were of interest 
and the NHTs/NHSes had N–C=S/Se groups that were of interest. As indicated in the 
introduction, sulfur and polarizable atoms bind strongly to metals, and in this case gold. 
Both were expected to form strong dipoles in one direction (negative pole towards the S/Se 
atom) and thus make a large contribution to the molecular dipole. In both cases, thin films 
could be achieved through removal of excess physisorbed material by sonication. However, 
to quantify the percent monolayer formed, and to utilize better optimization conditions, 
first, collaboration with a theoretical chemist who can model the preferred binding 
geometry of surface modifiers on the surface should be pursued. This type of collaboration 
was realized for Chapter 3, but not for the other studies.  
With accurate footprints and packing density of the surface modifiers, one can use 
the N/Au or S/Au ratios from the XPS more effectively especially for optimization 
conditions to determine whether a monolayer has formed and when washing, whether 
multilayers were washed away only, or whether surface bound modifiers were removed as 
well. The first optimization that should be performed is with at least 24 h of immersion and 
possibly annealing at higher temperatures for longer durations to complete binding. Since 
an appreciable amount of surface modifier remains on the surface after washing, the 
remainder of the compounds are likely chemisorbed. Therefore, kinetic studies to 
determine the rate of binding should be pursued for both the PSPs and NHT/NHSe’s since 
they are new binding groups to materials chemistry. 
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Although the shifts in the XPS were used to determine which direction the net 
charge flowed upon binding of the surface modifier to the metal, a powerful tool that is 
described in CHAPTER 1, called IRRAS, can be used to determine binding modes. IRRAS 
is a surface IR technique that detects shifts in the vibrational energy between neat 
compound and surface-confined compound. The position of the P=S to lower frequencies 
is indicative binding from the S of the PS group.1-3 This has been reported for gold 
complexes with the frequency of the P=S band in Ph3P=S shifting from 638 cm
-1 to 589 
cm-1 in a R3P=S–Au–Br complex.
4 Unfortunately, this could not be carried out due to the 
lack at Georgia Tech of an instrument capable of detecting absorption in the required 
spectral range. For the NHTs, Schafer and Curran’s study of tetramethylthiourea 
complexes can be referenced, which show that the antisymmetric NCN stretch shifts 
toward higher frequency (from 1504 cm-1 to 1544 cm-1 in ZnCl2(tmtu)2 complexes) and 
C=S stretch shifts towards lower frequency (from 1126 cm-1 to 1104 cm-1).5 The shifts in 
the IR are more noticeable than in the XPS and this technique would give insight to whether 
the groups are bound as expected and how different that shift is compared to just a 
phosphine or just a thiourea. 
Stability tests to time, temperature, and washing cycles should be performed to 
verify the robustness of the modified surfaces to these treatment conditions. Examples of 
these types of tests are thoroughly demonstrated in Zhou et al.6 The binding strength can 
be tested by immersing a modified substrate in water and measuring the effect of stirring 
or sonication (for prolonged periods up to 1 h) on the work function. Thermal stability can 
be tested by annealing a modified substrate on a hot plate at increasingly elevated 
temperatures for a set period of time to measure the effect of temperature on the work 
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function. Modified surfaces can also be remeasured for the work function repeatedly over 
the course of a month or year. 
The modified surfaces should also be characterized by scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM). For Chapters 4 and 5, STM can provide a picture of the packing 
arrangement on the surface to determine the ordering and possible voids of the monolayers, 
as was done by Crudden et al. with NHCs on gold, which are similar in size to 
NHTs/NHSes.7 Contact angle can be used to determine to determine monolayer formation 
(by comparing the contact angle of the modified-surface with the known value expected 
from a monolayer), and also be used to calculate surface energy and wettability. This is 
important to verify that a modified electrode will be compatible with an active layer in the 
case of OPVs that is solution cast or evaporated on top of the modified surface. These types 
of measurements, however, may be less reliable when the surface modifier is not covalently 
bound and can dissolve in the probe liquid. 
Finally, if the ligands prove to be stable, robust, and work function reducing, they 
should progress to the next step, which is incorporation in devices. Since work function 
reducing compounds are sought to reduce the work function of electrodes to be used in 
devices, it is critical to provide evidence that these surface modifiers were effective 
electron selective electrodes. Depending on the properties of each surface modifier, the 
suitable device and architecture may differ. There may also be a tradeoff in work function 
reduction and sufficiently thin films for tunneling. For example, thin films may allow for 
charge tunneling but result in less WF reduction than thick films, which may result in large 
work function changes but are too insulating. Therefore, designing effective surface 
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This work can be found at Gwon, D., Hwang, H., Kim, H. K., Marder, S. R., Chang, 
S., Synthesis of 8-Aminoquinolines by Using Carbamate Reagents: Facile Installation and 
Deprotection of Practical Amidating Groups. Chem. Eur. J. 2015, 21, 17200–17204.  
DOI: 10.1002/chem.201503511. 
 This work was an international collaboration funded by the NSF funded Center for 
Selective C-H Functionalization (CCHF). As part of the Science Across Virtual Institutes 
(SAVI) program the CCHF has helped establish the Virtual Institute for C–H 
Functionalization (VICHF). This allows student and scholar exchange from the US to 
Japan, South Korea, Germany, and the United Kingdom and vice versa. 
Abstract: Described herein is the development of practical routes to 8-
aminoquinolines by using readily installable and easily deprotectable amidating reagents. 
Two scalable procedures were optimized under Rh(III)-catalyzed conditions: i) the use of 
pre-generated chlorocarbamates and ii) a two-step one-pot process that directly employs 
carbamates. Both approaches are highly convenient for the gram-scale synthesis of 8-
aminoquinolines under mild conditions. Facile deprotection of the synthetically versatile 
amidating groups was achieved under the Pd-catalyzed transfer hydrogenation conditions 
with simultaneous deoxygenation of quinoline N-oxides, thus yielding 8-aminoquinolines 




A.2 NSF IGERT FUNDED WITH PEERS AT GEORGIA TECH 
This work can be found at Tervo, E., Agbim, K., DeAngelis, F., Hernandez, J., 
Kim, H. K., Odukomaiya, A. An Economic Analysis of Residential Photovoltaic Systems 
with Battery Storage in the United States. Renew. Sust. Energ. Rev. 2018, 94, 1057–1066. 
DOI: 10.1016/j.rser.2018.06.055. 
This work was an interdisciplinary collaboration across two IGERT cohorts with 
students in Mechanical Engineering and Chemistry at Georgia Tech. IGERT was an NSF 
funded fellowship program titled Integrative Graduate Education and Research 
Traineeship where students learned about the economics and science of sustainable energy 
technology. 
Abstract: Residential photovoltaic systems can reduce reliance on grid electricity, 
which may be desirable for numerous reasons. However, the economic viability of such 
systems is dependent on effective use of excess electricity generation, most often through 
net or bi-directional metering. With recent cost reductions in residential-scale lithium ion 
battery storage systems, these may be a practical alternative. In this work, we model the 
lifetime performance and economics of residential photovoltaics with lithium ion batteries 
across all 50 states in the U.S. We investigate in detail how photovoltaic size and battery 
capacity affect performance and cost metrics in California, Georgia, and Massachusetts. 
We find that with appropriate sizing, photovoltaic-battery systems can be more affordable 
than photovoltaics alone. We demonstrate that these systems may be competitive with grid 
prices when the federal investment tax credit and favorable financing terms are used, and 
we calculate the sell-back price required for bi-directional metering to reach cost parity 
with photovoltaic-battery systems in every state. 
